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CHAPTER-I 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
BACKGROUND OF TliE STUDY 
INTHQDUCTIONt 
The success or failure of a nation in &ll its endeavours 
directed towatds raising the moral and material standards of 
its people and galvanising them into a fully cohesive and 
integrated society depends on the quality of education being 
imparted to its children* stressing the need of qualitative 
education for achievement of national ob^ Jectives Kothari 
commission^ in the first chapter of its report "Education 
and National Objectives" has very rightly said, "The destiny 
of India is now being shaped in her classrooms. This we 
believe is no more rhetoric. In a world based on science and 
technology, it is educaticm that determines the level of 
opportunity, welfare and security of the people. On the quality 
and number of persons coming out of our schools and colleges 
will depend our success in the great enterprise of national 
reconstruction whose principal ob;)ective is to raise the 
standard of living of our people". 
India is a developing country since independence the 
whole nation has been engaged in the gigantic task of recons* 
truction and reorganisation of all the systems of the national 
life. But the path that leads to the achievement of these 
national ob;)ectives seems to be full of hindrances. In the 
econoBiic sphere of life our national objective has been the 
1. Kothari Coomissicm Report, p.1 
eradication of poverty and elevation of the standard of 
life of our people. But inepite of the consistent efforts made 
thiough the five year plans the nation is yet far from 
attaining the desired goals* Instead of succeeding in the 
task of equitable distribution of wealth and thus raising 
the standard of living of the common man the national economy 
appears to be drifting towards wrong direction so as to make 
the rich richer and the poor poorer* 
The political sphere of the national life, too, presents 
a none too pleasing picture. Fissiparoiis tendencies are 
continually raising their head in different parts of the 
country* Communal virus once subdued has again raised its 
ugly head and started eating into the vitals of the nation* 
These and other divisive tendencies if not checked in time 
may tear the very fabric of our naticmal unity into pieces 
and become the cause of disintegraticm of the country. 
It appears that the root cause of this national malaise 
lies in tradition bound ideas, ignorance, backward outlook, 
irrational habits of thought and out dated values and attitudes. 
No worthwhile improvement in any sector of national life can, 
therefore, be conceived without bringing about a qualitative 
change in man's mind. 
' i 
Heilbroner^is of the opinion that if a traditional 
society is interested in its own economic development, the 
essential condition for the success of this effort is 
"human change on a grand scale"* He observes, "The mere lay-in 
of a core of capital equipment, indispensable as that is for 
further economic expansion, does not yet catalyse a traditicm 
bound society into a cjodem one. For that catalysis to take 
place, nothing short of a pervasive social transformation 
will suffice; a wholesale metaracisphosis of habits, a wrenching 
reorientation of values concerning time, status, money, work, 
and an unweaving and reweaving of the fabric of daily exis-
tence itself. 
If this Himaliyan task of inculcatimi of new modes of 
thoi^ht and behaviour at individual and national level is 
to be taken up and completed an effective instrument is 
needed, and this instnntent can be nothing else than education! 
The problem of social reconstruction and national regeneration 
is fundamentally a problerr; of education, the education of 
vast masses of the people who make the nation. Tagore once 
rightly said, "In my view the imposing tower of misery which 
today rests on the heart of India has its sole foundation 
on the absence of educatlcm". 
1. Kothari Commission Report, p. 4 
2. MUkherJi. Education for Fulmtss. p. 3CX> 
If education is so rauch directljF related to the development 
and regeneration of the nation, if it has to play the role of the 
creator of desired type of social order, and if it has to play 
a positive and definitive role in the transformation of the 
practices of production and reconstruction of our modes of living 
and behaviour patterns, it is to be properly organised froiB both 
qualitative and quantitative point of view. It is only the rl^ht 
type of education that can be helpful in developing potential 
talent and harneasing it to solve the multifaced problems of 
national development; only such education can be delibrately used 
to brine about a social, cultural and economic revolution, 
Vhile making decisions regarding the appropriate system of 
education for the nation it must be remembered that the most 
outstanding arid most truely novel feature of the world in which 
we are living is its ropid rate of change in all the aspects of 
life. TO cope with the problems of this fast changing world a 
systec of education is to be devised thrt v/ould equip the young 
generation to be versatile and adaptable. The system designed 
to meet these needs would have an outstanding characteristic. 
It must be broad, introducing; the youth to as many of main avenues 
of thought and endeavour as possible. 
Kothari commission while discussing the status of the 
teacheis observes, "of all the different factors which influence 
1. Kothari Commission Report - P. A6 
the quality of education and Its contribution to natl<mal 
cevelopment, the quality, competence and character of teachers 
are undoubtedly the most significant. Nothing is more Important 
than securing a sufficient supply of high quality recruits to the 
teaching profession, providing them with best possible professional 
preparation and creating sotisfnctory conditions of work in 
which they can be fully effective^'. Inspite of the ever growing 
realization of the importance of this very vital factor in the 
teachinc learning process, it has heen b«dly neglected with the 
result that the profes ion has been attracting persons of rather 
medio-ere mental ability. Several studios conducted in India 
and abroad have revealed this fact, H.P, r^ athur made a comparative 
study of levels of intelligence among professional groujis (1966), 
The mean IQ's of different groups were as follows:-
Group 
Ingineerlng 
Medicine 
Diploma In Engineering 
Law 
Teaching 
Mean IQ's 
117 
111 
107 
102 
101 
A Pennsylvania investigation some years ago indicated 
that students in teachers colleges were much loimr in ability. 
1. Buch, M,B, « A survey of research in Education, p, 195 
2» Learned, V/.S., arid wood, B.D. The students and his knowledge. 
New York. The Camecie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching. Bulletine No,29, 1936. pp. AO-AA. 
f; 
as cJudged by a test of general culture, than were students in 
engineering or liberal arts curricula". 
In another study college students taking the deferB5ent test 
ranked as followsl-
Classificatiogi Percent Passing 
}ngineering 6B% 
Physical Sciences and Mathematics 6^ '^ 
HuBjanlties 52!^ 
I due at ion 27¥. 
ProBpectlve teachers thus ranked lowest on this test of all 
professional groups taking the test. The fact is that brilliant 
yo\Hig men of higher strata of society consider teaching as "refuge 
of all callings". They shun it. Consequently teaching has become 
the sanctuary of the mediocre end of those whose luck fails them 
in other fields. G.B. Shaw, the great play wright once said,"Those 
who can, do; those who can not, teach'. Exaggerated though this 
assertion may appear it reflects a stark reality, an indirect 
admission of which is evidenced in Kothari Commission's Report 
also, although the Commission attributes the causes of lack-
lustemess of the job of teaching largely to the absence of 
2 
extrinsic motivational features. Its report says , "A programme 
of high priority in the proposed educational reconstruction, 
1. Huggett, stuniett. Professional Problems of Teachers, p. 33 
2. Kothari Commission Report- p. 46. 
therefore, is to feed back a significant proportion of the 
talented mon and women from schools and colleges into the 
educational system. For this purpose, it is necessary to irake 
an intensive and continuous effort to raise the economic, social, 
and professional status of teachers to attract youngmen and 
women of ability to the profession and to retain them in it 
as dedicated, enthusiastic and contentod workers. This can be 
done to a very limited extent only, through appealing to motives 
such as love of children or of teaching, Interest in academic 
work or research, idealism and desire for social service which 
attract a small proportion of able young persons to the teachli^ 
profession* There can, however, be no doubt that the provision 
of adequate renameration, opportunities for professional 
advancement and favourable conditions of service aiwl work are the 
ma^ Jor programmes which will help to initiate and maintain this 
feed back' process". 
Improvement in salary and other fringe benefits can no 
doubt have a salutary effect on teachers morale, but they can 
not be substitutes of intrinsic sources »f motivation such as 
attitudes towards various factors of ;Job and working philosophy 
of the teacher in so far as their Influence on overt behaviour 
In class room situation, is concerned. Neville Bennett (1976)^ 
argues that the attitudes teachers hold are intimately related 
1, Neville Bennett et al. Teaching styles and Pupil progress. 
Open Books Londcwi, 1976, p. 55» 
() 
to their effectiveness In class room situation and quotes 
Tupper (1965) to assert that if a class teacher does not 
share the head teacher's beliefs about methods of teaching 
and organisation than these methods may not receive a fair 
trial. On the saane theroe Bariter Lunn labelled as misfits 
those teachers who taught in a manner different from their 
underlying philosophy. Teachers attitudes and beliefs may 
thus be seen as important factors in teaching situations. 
Admittedly, there is yet little research evidence to 
substantiate this statement (Bennett 1976)^ and the extent 
of relationship between verbally expressed attitudes or 
opinions and pupil influencing teacher practices is generally 
unknown (Ryans 1960) • Yet the desirability of atteoptir^ 
to understand motivational backgrounds as revealed in teachers 
attitudes about school related matters is self evident* 
I^ ikewlse it is Important to investigate educational view 
points or the educational philosophy acceptc^ d by a teacher. 
Every teacher holds some ideas about what should bf taught 
and how it should be taught. A composite of his beliefs 
regarding various educational Issues and practices such as 
alms of education, teacher-pupil and teacher-supervisor 
1. Tupper, c.J.S., The measurement of teacher's attitudes, 
bxiucatlonal Research 8 (1965) pp« 
2. Barker Lunn ^ Streaming in the Primary School. N.F.i.R.1970 
3. Qp. Clt p. 55 
4. nyans, David G- Characteristics of Teachers. 
ACE Washington I960, p. 139. 
:) 
relationship, pupil participation in planning and execution of 
class rooGTi activities^ methods and techniques of teaching 
examination and cuiTiculujn etc. Constitute his educational 
philosophy. 
conceptually it seei&s researchable to surmise cl08# 
relationship between educationa). view points or beliefs and 
attitudes towards teaching profession as revealed through 
teacher's reactirai to various (Jobs of the teaching» specially 
to those aspects that c<»icem aiiBS, methods, practices end 
human relationships. Many social psycholexists have attempted 
to distinguish between "beliefs" and "attitudes". Gonorally 
cognitive aspects have been attributed to beliefs and 
affective or motivational aspects have been attributed to 
attitudes (Allport 1945* Campbell 1961? Katz and Scotland 
1959; Krech and Krutchfield 19A8). In a series of articles 
Fishben (1961, 1963, 1965) presented a theory of attitude 
organisation based cm relationships between beliefs about 
an object and the attitude towards that object. Consistent 
with Osgood, Susl and Tannenbaum (1957) Fishben defined 
attitude as the evaluative dimension of a cwicept or ob^ Ject 
and beliefs about the concept as the cognitive dimension 
regarding the quality and nature of the ccmcept and its 
relationship with other objects. The various relationships 
1* Hartin Fishben. Headings in /Attitude 
Theory and Measurem^it. John Willy & Sons* Iiw.New York 
1967, p. 163 
2. Ibid P. 187 
I () 
Involved In belief about an ob;)ect are innumerablei "is part 
of", "has the characteristics of", "is opposed to", "leads to", 
etc,^ Fishben's theory essentially leads to the prediction that 
an individual's attitude towards an ob^ Ject is a function of his 
beliefs about that ob;5ect and the evaluative aspect of these 
beliefs. 
In the context of class room situation it is presumed that 
a teacher would tend to react favourably to the ob;5ective8, 
curriculum, methods of pupil control, organisation of 
teaching and other activities, system of pupil procjotion and 
principal's leadership style etc. if these are perceived as 
congruent to his own educational view point. Conversely, he 
would tend to react negatively if these are perceived to be 
at variance with his own VIG-J point. 
It may be admitted that total conformity of the obcjectives 
and practices of the school system in which a teacher is 
employed to his own educational philosophy may not be found 
to exist because they are externally determined, partly by 
the principal and partly by still higher authorities. Never-
theless, the teacher has some freedom to implement the view 
point he professes about educational nmtters in such areas 
as teacher pupil relationship and seloctiwi of teaching 
techniques and devices. To the extent he finds accord between 
educational beliefs and ;)ob factors or to the extent he feels 
1, Ibid P. /»37. 
11 
freedom to eatabllsh such an accord he Is likely to develop 
attitude 
a favourable/towards teaching profession* 
Thus It seems reasonable to assume that educational 
view point of the teacher Influences his attitudes. Although 
voluminous research has been produced In the last several 
decades on teaching and teacher characteristics, yet research 
in siich an Important area as teachers* attitudes and educational 
view points Is quite sparse, and scanty. Fmphaslsirig this 
fact Ryans (1960)^ says, "studies of teacher attitudes interest-
ingly enough, have not been as nun»r*us as might be expected". 
In a different context Bennett (1976) stresses the same 
phenomenon, "There is very little research covering the extent 
to which attitudes relate to overt teaching behaviour". 
Under these conditions of Indifference on the part of 
researcheis imich is not known about inter relationship of 
teacher characteristics and their relationship with teachers* 
class room behaviour, still less Is known about the relation-
ship between teachers* educational view points and their 
attitude towards teaching profession - the two very important 
cognitive and affective characteristics of teachers. Any 
systematic, intensive study In this area will only help in 
increased conceptual understanding of these two significant 
variables and the nature of their relationship. 
1. Qp. Cit p. 139 
2. Op. Cit p. 55 
}2 
statement of the Problems 
In view of the above consideration and invest igator 's 
own Interest in the area of teacher a t t i tudes the following 
problem was selected for inveetigationi-
"A study of a t t i tudes of secondary school teachers towards 
teaching professicm in relati<m to the i r educational view 
points". 
Purpose of the Studyt 
The main purpose of the study was to investigate attitudes 
of secondary school teachers in relation to their educational 
view points* The specific objectives included. 
a) "^ tudy of attitudes of teachers towards various aspects 
of teaching profession such as: 
1. Total Job satisfaction 
2* General evaluation 
3« tteonomlc and Psychological rewards 
A, Work activity 
5. Teacher pupil relationship 
6. Principals* functioning style 
b) rtudy of view points or beliefs of teachers about 
educational matters such ast 
^^ Alnis of Educati<m 
2, Role of Interests and needs of children 
3» Specialist Vs general teacher 
A. Teachers' role in curriculum planning 
5« Pi^ail control 
6« rtreaming system 
7, Pupils' multi point entry system and promotion 
8, Parent participation in planning school prograsiB« 
9, Home assignment 
10, Teachers' role in administration 
c) Find oiit the relationship between attitudes and 
educational view points* 
A secondary but none the less important purpose of 
the study was to develop an operational measure of 
educational view points of teachers of secondary 
schools. 
The investigation was designed to provide answers 
to the following specific questions;* 
1, v/hat are the secondary school teachers* attitudes 
towards various aspects of their J^ob such as 
(a) Total Job situation, (b) Work activity, (c) 
Principals' functioning style, (d) pupil control 
and (e) economic and psychological rewards 
and towardsthe teaching profession as a whole? 
2. Is there any significant difference in the 
attitudes of men teachers and women teachers 
M 
towards vttrious aspects of their ;}ob and towards 
teaching profession? If so, which of the two groups 
possesses more favourable attitudes? 
3* Does teaching experience bring about any change In 
attitudes towards teaching profession and, if so» 
what is the direction of such change? 
A, Is there any significant difference in the science 
teachers and arts teachers towards teaching professionl 
If so, which of the two groups possesses more favou-
rable attitudes? 
5« Do secondary school teachers significantly vary among 
themselves In regard to the view points the^^hold 
about various educatlcmal Issues* problems and 
practices? If so* in what educational matters are 
more of them progressive and in what tradlti(^al? 
AssumptlOTist 
The present study being primarily conceived with des-
cription of secondary school teachers* attitudes towards 
teaching profession and their educatl(mal points of view and 
the relationship between these two variables, ia^lies the 
following major assumptimisi-
1« Teachers attitudes and educational view points are 
such characteristics as can be identified and described. 
1 r-
f. .) 
2, Teachers attitudes and educational view points are 
capable of being detected through verbal paper and r)encll 
instnanents vihich provide for responses in the form of opinions, 
pieferences and beliefs ©tc. 
3. Teachers' educational view points are partly the 
functions of cognitive understanding of various educational 
issues, problems and practices, 
U, Teachers attitudes and educational view points are 
characterised by some degree of stability over time which 
implies that they can be predicted reliably* 
Hypotheses> 
The theoretical freme work of the study and the asstiinp-
tions stated above provided a guide line for formulation of 
hypotheses to be tested with empirical data. The hypotheses 
teneratlon task also involved an examination of the findings 
of previous researches completed in the area of teacher 
characteristics* Keeping In mind their evidential support 
and othf?r factors the following hypotheses were established* 
Since the design of the study involved cOBparisions sorre of 
these hypotheses are written in null form* 
1* Ma;3ority of the secondary school teachers possess 
favourable attitude towards teaching profession* This is true 
also in regard to their attitudes towards individual aspects 
of their ^ ob. 
u, 
2, There is no statistically significant difference in 
in the means of attitude scores of inen end wonen teachers. 
3» There is no significant difference in the means of 
attitude scores of teachers differing in teaching experience, 
$• There is no significant difference in the means of 
attitude scores of Science and Arts teachers. 
b» Majority of secondary school teachers possess 
progressive points of view in regard to varioos educational 
issues* problems and practices. 
5. There is no significant difference in the educational 
view points of the teachers when classified according to sex* 
7. There is no significant difference in the educational 
view points of teachers when classified on the basis of 
8ub;3ect8 taught by them. 
8. There is no significant difference in the points of 
view of teachers having an experieiKiei of 5 or less years 
and of 15 years or more r^ardlng various educational issues 
and problems. 
9. There is no relationship between attitudes of teachers 
towards teaching professicai and their educational view points. 
10. There is no relationship between attitudes and 
educational view points in the sub-populations of teachers 
whffli classified according to sex, experience and teaching 
subjects. 
1 r-M 
Educational sl^nJLflcance of the Study; 
It is now universally recognised that in any sound and 
good programise of education the teacher should enjoy a 
position of focal importance, without good teacher good 
education is simply unconceivable* As a consequence of 
awareness of this eternal truth on the part of both laymen 
and the educatore saich greater attention is now being paid 
to the production and supply of capable and cwcpetent teachers 
to the schools. Contenqporary research in the field of 
education is being increasingly devoted to the problem of 
identification of the factors that make a teacher effective. 
Without giving v^ attempts aimed at developing means to 
identify correlates of effective teaching research workers 
may, perhaps, turn their attention more profitably towards 
identification and assessment of cognitive and affective 
characteristics of teachers among which attitude towards 
teaching profession and beliefs or points of view about 
various educational matters are of vital importance being potrait 
sources of motivation. A teacher*.*^  educational philosophy 
provides him with a set of ideas and beliefs regarding what 
should be done and how it should be d<me. Attitudes, cm the 
other hand, make him react positively or negatively to various 
diiDensions of his Job. If he finds congruence between hie 
philosophy and aims, policies and practices of his school 
18 
he develops a feeling of ;}ob satisfaction which has a 
profound effect not only on his general ad^ Justment but also 
on his sense of involvement in his work. Needless to say 
that pupils under the charge of such teacher also stand 
benefited in several ways. Conversely, if there is discord 
in teacher's educational view points and the ob^ Jectives 
and policies of the school his Interest in and attitudes 
towards his work ere adversely affected. 
This line of thought forms the basis of present study* 
An empirical Investigation of this theoretical conceptuali-
sation appears fruitful in several ways* Firstly, it is 
likely to add to our current knowledge and understanding of 
two important personal attributes of teachers and their 
mutual relaticmships* Naturally the acciimulation of evidence 
in this regard would, besides, extending the frontiers of our 
knowledge and Insight into the motivational backgrounds of 
teachers, contribute to the aevelopment of theory of teacher 
behaviour. Further more, if relationship is discovered between 
these two variables prediction of prospective teachers 
attitudes and their satisfaction with the ;}ob will become 
easier. It is expected that the results of the study can be 
utilised for improvement of teacher training programrees. If a 
relationship between teachers* educational philosophy and 
their attitudes is found to exist, it would become possible 
in 
to change their attitudes by changing their beliefa about 
educational mattera In the desirable direction. Again, the 
agencies aasigned with the task of recruitment of teachers 
will be in a position to known in advance whether the 
candidates who apply for the post of teachers possess the 
same education philosophy as is held by the school or not. 
Lastly, the findings of the study can be utilised by 
researchers in designing their own investigations in the 
light of the present study* 
Hius, it can be said with some fair amount of confidence 
that the present study has niuch educational significance* 
Definition of Termsi 
One of the ma;5or weakness/of research in the field of 
social sciences concerns lack of unaniislty among scholars 
regarding the meaning of terminology* A research report 
becomes diificult to cot^rehend if any concept or term occu-
rring in it means dirferent things to different people. Under 
such conditionB the intent of the author does not become 
clear and his coimminicaticai remains unintelligible* In order 
to avoid such a danger it was thought proper to explain difii-
cult terms and concepts that have frequently occurred in the 
present study* 
1* Attitude! Attitude has been defined by social psychologisti 
in a variety of ways* Cheln (1947) * for exaigple* defines 
1* Cheln, I. The Genetic factor in a historical psychology, 
J* of Gen* Pay. 19^7, 36, pp* 151-172 
:f) 
attitude as "a diepoBltlon to evaluate certain objects, 
-J 
actions and situations in certain ways"* According to Katz 
"attitude is the predisposition of the individual to evaluate 
some symbol or ob;}ect or aspect of his world in a favourable 
or unfavourable loanner*** Rosenberg defines ettituKle as 
"relatively stable affective response to an object* Murphy and 
Murphy (1931) seyt "An attitude is primarily a way of being 
* set" towards or against things". Likewi8e» Thurstone defines 
attitude as the affect for or against a psychological object* 
The definitions sampled above are characterised by these 
cominon elementst (1) They represent predispositions; (2) they 
are consistentt (3) they indicate evaluative aspect; (4) they 
i»ay be positive or negative. The defiattion of the term 
attitude as accepted for the present study is constructed by 
all these attributes* Secondly, attitudes are indicative 
dispositions to respond with soae consistency favourably 
or unfavourably to objects of attitude* 
2» Fducational View Points1 The term educational view points 
as used in this study refers to the cognitive structures of 
teachers made up of beliefs about potentialities of different 
educational objectives, curricula* o^thods of class organisa<-
tlon, teohniquee of teaching and approaches to pupil control 
1« Daniel Katzt The functiJdnal approach to the stud)^ of attitude 
in Fishben Op. Cit., p. 459. 
2. Ibid. p. 325 
3. Murphy, G. & Murphy, L.B. ixperioental Social Psychology 
Harper, New York, 1931» P« 709 
4. Thurstone: Measurement of Social attitudes and change 
1935, p. 47. 
• 1 
etc. to achieve deeired goals. According to Flsbben belief 
about object deals with its nature» quality or its relation 
with other objects or goals. At yet another place he defines 
beliefs as hypotheses concerning nature of the psychological 
objects and the types of actions that should be taken with 
respect to them. 
Throughout this study the terma educational view points 
and educational beliefs were used interchangeably and for 
identification of teachers* view points pairs of statements 
re]iresenting contrasting beliefs regarding the nature, goals, 
consequences , relaticmahips of educational issues and 
practices were eii5)loyed« 
3. Progressive and Traditional view pointsj The requirements 
of this study demanded classification of teachers* educational 
viev.' points into Progressive and Traditional. These two views 
points are respectively characterised by the following 
qualitiesI-
tTogressiv, } Traditional 
1. Integrated sub;Ject matter 1 • Separate sub;3ect matter 
2. Teacher as a guide to 2# Teacher as distributor of 
experiences knowledge 
3. Active pupil role 3. Passive pupil role 
4. Pupils participation in A. Pupils have no say in 
curriculum planning curriculum planning 
' ) ' } 
Pr<%r#88lv« Traditional 
5* Learning predoninently by 3* 
discovering techniques 
6* External rewards and puni* 6« 
shmente not necessary i«e» 
intrinsic motivaticm. 
Accent cm memory, practice 
and rote 
External rewafds used eg* 
grades, i«e* Extrinsic 
motivation 
Not to concerned with 
conventional academic 
standards 
7» Concerned with academic 
standards 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Little testing 
Accent on cooperative 
group work 
Teaching not confined to 
classroom base 
8, 
9. 
10. 
Regular testing 
Accent on competition 
Teaching confined to class* 
room base 
11. Accent on creative expre- 11. 
ssion 
Little emphasis on creative 
expansion 
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RELATED RESEARCHES 
The aim of this chapter is to review some of the 
important researches done in the areas of conc»m of the 
present pro;Ject. The exploratiwi of the research literature 
is sought to provide an over view of the research terrain such 
that the advancement both qualitative and quantitative laade 
by reeearch in the area of teacher characteristics could 
be clearly known* The description of earlier research would, 
in the first instance* furnish necessary infori&ati(»i about 
the approaches adopted by previous researchers for the study 
of teachers* attitudes» their educational ideologies and how 
they relate to each other. Secondly an appraisal of the sanplin 
methods, designs, measurement tools used and findings arrived 
at by other researchers would be helpful in constructing a 
fault free design for the present study* 
Some of the iagportant researches found to have a direct 
bearing on the present study are, therefore, reviewed briefly 
as follows:* 
1 1. Wandt and Edwin studied attitudes of exceptionally 
poor and good teachers nominated by their principals* Hie 
1* Harris, Chester W* Encyclopaedia of Educational Research* 
The Macmillan Company, New York (1960) p* 13 59 
The teacher had to respond to 24 positive statements* the 
findings ot the sti^y revealed that attitudes of exception-
ally good elemmitary teachers were more favourable than 
the good secondary school teachers* 
2. The attitudes of 147 members of college faculties 
were studied by Tuttle • His findings were that 90% of the 
teachers desired to be known as reverent and 95% as altruistic* 
and 
For nine out of ten work was normally satisfying/97^ were 
of the opinion that the principle of equal rights was 
fundementelly sound* 
2 
3* Clarke and Burke studied "Economict legal and 
social status of Teachers"* The study revealed that teachers 
generally had low desires for prestige» income* and profess-
ional recognition* They also had lower level of salary 
aspirations than the non-teaching groups* iilementary teachers 
had higher morale than the secondary school teachers* 
4* The Research Division of N*£*A*^ studied the attitudes 
of 5000 teachers towards teaching profession* The researchevs 
concluded that 66^ of the woemn urban teachers and 74% of 
of the women rural teachers reported that if they were giv«i 
a chance to choose their profession again they would certainly 
1* Harris, Chester w* pp. Cit. 1359 
2* Clarke* David L*» and Burke* Arvid J* £c(»iomic* legal 
and social status of teachers, pp* 239-51 
3. Harris* Chester w* Op* Cit* 1359 
•^5 
like to enter this very profession* Sinllar attitude was 
expressed by k3% of the rural man teachers and A4% of the 
urban man teachers 39^ of rural teachers and 8% of urabn 
teachers reported if they were given a chance to choose the 
profesBion of their own choice they would not like to become 
teachers* 
5* In 195A Pepper surveyed the opinions and attitudes 
of former Michigan teachers who had taught for 5 years or 
less in regard to their status» teaching profession and 
administrative and cosoAinity relationship* The sample consis* 
ted of 210 rural and urban teachers* The researcher reported 
the following negative attitudes:-
a) Most teachers do not desire to return to teaching* 
b) Only a small percentage of male teachers would choose 
teaching again* 
c) Most wc»Ben teachers feel that teaching offers limited 
opportunities for marriage 
d) Teachers do not consider cultural advantages of 
teaching as great as generally publicized 
e) CoosDunities in general do not accept teachers as 
penaanent members of the c<nBiDunity* 
f) comimmities generally show only a mild interest in 
the housing problem of teachers 
1 • Harris, Chester W* Op* Cit* 1360* 
'•'(] 
6* Th« Year Book of Education indicated that the rank 
order of ina;}or annoyances and disadvantages as reported by 
teachers in Ceyl<m wae salary too low, prosKJticm too slow» 
unfavourable working ccmditions* too tsujch supervision by 
others who often are not qualified^ too many petty restrictitms 
and routine clerical ;3obs, considerable nervous strain and 
too l i t t l e opportunity for creative work* 
2 
7» Evans has studied the attitudes of school children 
and teachers under training towards teaching as a career and 
reported generally favourable attitudes towards teaching 
profession. 
8. In *A study of Morale in Education Utilizing Incomplete 
Sentences'» John H* Of Allamora High School reached 
the conclusions that * 
a) More males than females were found in low morale* 
b) Teachers of high morale group taught longer than 
their opposite 
c) Teachers of high morale have higher 80cio«-economic 
status than teachers having low morale* 
It would be worth mentioning that cmly relevant results 
of the study have been quoted here* 
1* Hall, Robert K** and others (Eds*) The Year Book of 
Education. World BK. 1953, p* 587 
2* Evans, K*M* A study of Attitudes * Teaching as a career 
(K*A* Thesis 194»6) University of London. Institute of 
Education. 
3 * Suchdr, Jfjtm H* A Study of Morale in Education Utilizing 
Incomplete Sentences, J*£.R* 1962* p* 62* 
r ' 
9* While summing up findings of some Ikt the studies 
Harrell reached the conclusion that generally age has little 
relationship to ;}ob satisfacticai. But in acxme groups job 
satisfaction increases with the growing age* In the saiMr 
way with the growing age job satisfaction is lower in some 
groups ot employeest and in Bcme other grouyps the two factors 
have no relaticmship at all* 
10. David G« Hyans in his research study 'characteristic! 
of teachers* utilizing teachers scores on the attitude factors 
yielded by the factor analysis investigated a number of 
relationships between attitudes and other teacher character-
istics. His findings were;* 
a) Elementary teachers as a group generally showed more 
favourable attitudes than did secondary school teachers and 
most pronounced with repect to teachers* attitude towards 
pupils and democratic pupil practices* 
b) When teachers were classified with respect to amount 
of teaching experience* few clear cut differences en^tg^d 
among the groups on factors attitude toward pupilst attitude 
toward administrative and supervisory personnel* and atti1:iKie 
toward teachers and other non->edministrative personnel* 
1* Harrell, T*W* Industrial Psychology* New York* Halt» 
Renchart and Winst<m, May 1961* p* 261 
2* Ryans, David Q* Characteristics of Teachers* American 
Council on Education. Washington D*C* 1960* p* 143 
') '> 8 
Among elementary school teachers, those with less teaching 
experience tended to be more favourable toward democratic 
classroom procedures than did those with more experience. At 
the secondary school level, there also was a slignt tendency 
for teachers with more than twenty years experience to be 
lower on the scale measuring attitude toward puqpils and higher 
on the scale measuring attitude toward administrators than 
were the other experience groups* 
c) Age does not appear to be associated with the attitude 
of teachers studied. No significant trends were found at either 
the elementary or secondary levels* 
d) Teachers who were high on syi^athetic, understanding 
class room behaviour expressed more favourable attitudes toward 
pupils and democratic class room procedures than did teachars 
who received lower assessment on this pattern* 
11* David G« Rayans , in the same study, while investi-
gating relationships between teachers' educational view points 
and certain other characteristics found thati-
a) Secondary teachers as a group tended to express 
educational view points more toward traditional, academic 
end of scale and elen^ntary teachers more towatfd child centered, 
pez^^ssive pole* 
1* Ryans, Op* Cit* p* 152* 
'>:) 
b) There appeared to be no significant sex difference 
among teachezg within the elementary schoolt men and women 
indicating view points about equally inclined towaxti the 
permissive end of the continuum. At the secondary levelt men 
teachers manifested more traditional educational view points 
than did wMnen teachers* 
c) Considered from the stand point of ege» teachers under 
thirty years of age, in both the elementary and 8econdax7 
schoolst appeared to be more liberal in their educational 
beliefs, ar^ teachers over forty five years of age, at all 
levels, seemed to be most traditional* 
d) Elementary teachers with smaller amounts of teaching 
experience ( upto A or 5 years) tended to express more permi-
ssive educational view points and those with ten years or more 
teaching experience more traditional* On the secondary level 
there was a definite tendency for teachers with experience 
beyond 15 years to be more traditional in educational view 
points* 
e) vSympathetic, understanding teacher classrocnn behaviour 
was positively, though slightly correlated with the expression 
of more permissive, child centered educational view points? 
businesslike, systematic class room behaviour was slightly 
positively associated with traditional educational view points; 
and the stimulating teacher behaviour as well as observed 
:;() 
pupil behaviour were slightly positively correlated with 
educational view points toward the liberal, permlsaive end 
of the scale* 
12* James B. Victor'' (State University of New York) 
in his study •Relation Between Teacher Belief and Teacher 
Personality in four swiples of Teacher Trainees' studied 
seven difficnsions of teacher attitudes about the educative 
process and four personality variables. Three factors combi-
ning teacher beliefs and personality variables were consis-
tently formed over samples* 
The study reports data for four samples of intern teaching 
programme candidates, (a) to examine the interdependence aaong 
the wheling and charter's dimensions i.e* sub^ Ject matter 
emphasis, perstmal ad^ Justment ideology,student autonony versus 
teacher direction, emotional disengagement, considering students 
view point; classroom order? student challenge, and integrative 
liiaming; study relationships of these dimensions of belief 
to conceptual level, dogmatism, field independence and self 
disclosures and (c) examine the consistency of the findings 
to clarify the multidimensional nature of the beliefs* Hypo-
theses include the prediction of positive relationship between 
dogmatism and emotional disengagement, a positive relation-
ship between self disclosure and personal adjustment ideologyt 
1* Victor, James B* Relationship Between Teacher Belief and 
Teacher Personality in Four Samples of Teacher Trainees. The 
Journal of i:xperimental iDducation, ISti'S, Vol. 45. pp. A-9 
:u 
and the replication of the relationship between conceptual 
level and teacher direction. 
The results revealed that the means and standard devia-
tions for eleven variables are remarkably consistent. Results 
of a factor analysis performed for each sainple indicate that 
four factors engaged with some consistency. 
Factor I is always a teacher centeredness factor with 
emotional disengagement, dogmatisia and except for B» sample 
sub;)ect matter emphasis as moderate to heavy contributions. 
Dogmatism correlates positively with emoticmal disengagement 
for the foiir samples and with sub;3ect matter emphasis. Emo-
tional disengagement also correlates positively with sub;Ject 
matter emphasis. 
Consistently, personal ad^stment ideology, considera-
tion of student view point and integrative learning contribute 
to factor II, labelled as student concern. The correlation 
for personal adjustment Ideology with consideration of student 
view point and integrative learning range from 49 to 50. 
; elf disclosure contributes to factor II for sample (c) and 
correlates significantly with personal adjustment ideology, 
consideration of student view point, and integrative learning. 
The third factor labelled as autonomy versus control 
is characterised by teacher direction for two samples with 
subject matter emphasis loading for one additional sample. 
') f I 
Field Independence i« typically a specific factor and 
does not illustrate consistent corr-elations with any of the 
variables represented in these santples* The correlations 
between the four personality variables are essentially zero, 
13«Liya Kremer^ (university of Haifa, Israel) conducted 
a study which is concerned with the gap between the importance 
a|;tached to progressive goals in education on the one hai»i 
and lack of their implenientation, on the other. Two sets of 
hypotheses were tested. One deals with the gap between atti-
tudes toward educational goals* the knowledge to teach in 
line with these goals and expectations of goal achievement. 
The other deals with the relation among attitudes, personality 
traits (closed minded and open mindedness) and classro(» 
teaching behaviour, claiming that teacher behaviour follows 
attitudes cmly if these are congruent with personality traits. 
Because cf the forced choice techniques gaps in the 
progressive and traditional domains are equal in size but 
opposite in direction. Therefore as far as gaps are concerned, 
only findings in progressive domain of goals are reported, 
T#acher attitudes, knowledge and expectations< 
A conq;>arl8ion between attitudes and relevant knowledge 
of teaching means and strategies, on the one hand and 
1. Kremer, Liya, Teachers' attitude Towards Educational Goals 
As Reflected in Classrocmi Behaviour, Journal of Educational 
Psychology, December 1978, pp, 993-997« 
','') 
expectations of goal achievement, on the other, yielded the 
following findings t*-
a) Teachers ranked higher on attitudes toward progre-
ssive educational goals than on their perceived knowledge to 
attain them both in cognitive and affective domains. 
b) It seems that teachers do not expect to attain progre-
ssive educational goals to the same extent that they expreBB 
favourable attitude toward there. There are gaps between 
attitudes and knowledge scores and between attitudes and 
e>pectatlon scores. They are larger in cognitive than in 
affective domains. There is acre congruity among variables 
in the affective than in the cognitive domain. 
Teacher Behaviours in Classroomt 
a) The general inpression that teacher behaviour tends 
to be more consistent with traditional view point receives 
support from the data. The picture changes when beluviour 
analysed separately for three groups of teachers i.e. progre-
ssive, Pseudo-progressive and traditional. 
b) Data Indicates that prograssive and traditionalists 
behave consistently with their personality traits, but Pseudo-
progressives do not. 
:i 4 
c) The ttxtent to which teaching behaviour is predictable 
trom attitude contents was determined by multiple regressicm 
analysis* Results indicate that belief system* as tested by 
the dogmatism scale, when cogruent with attitudes» account 
for 53?^  of the variance in traditional behaviour and for USdi 
in progressive behaviour* Thi&s teaching behaviour can be 
reliably predicted by knowledge of personality traits and 
attitudes* 
14. T*E. Crompton'' (Edge Hill College of FXlucation, 
England) studied Teachers* Attitudes to Educational Controver-
sies » published by The National Foiindaticm of Educational 
Research in England and v/eles. This stiKiy was done with 170 
teachers of whom 160 were in sefvice* It was based on the 
expressed attitudes of practising teachers* attitude to strea* 
ming> 11 plus selection and corporal punisiusent* Scores on 
these were correlated with scores on the Oliver survey of 
opinions scales and the study of values scales* 
Three scales were produced on lines advocated by Likert 
(1932)* They dealt with attitudes to streaming» selection for 
secondary education and use of corporal punishment in schools* 
In addition to these scales, respondents were asked to complete 
the Olivvr survey of opinicms scales* 
1* Crofflipton, T*E* Teachers Attitudes to Educational Controver-
sies* Educational Research, Vol* 13t No.3 June 1971 pp*204-
209* 
A third set of scales employed was the study of values 
In the Revised British Edition 1963* It aims to measure the 
relative isq[>ortance of six basic interests or motives in 
personality: the theoretical, economic» aesthetic> social 
political and religious* 
Various comparisions were made of groups within the 
sample such as primary and secondary teachers; teachers above 
and below the age of 33f and so on* In view of the small 
numbers involved in some of the comparisions, reported diffe-
rences have to be coa^leted with great caution* Secondly 
when teachers working in different types of schools are involved 
in comparision only differences reaching signifieance at the 
0*01 level are reported* Men teachers achieved a pattern of 
scores which seemed to indicate that they were more progressive 
than women teachers* They were more opposed to selection, more 
tenderminded and more naturalistic but not significantly more 
radical* On the study of values men scored higher on theore* 
tical, economic and political scales while women had the 
advantage on aesthetic and religious scales* 
The secondary teachers had a more prc^ressive pattern 
of scores being more opposed to 11 plus selection and corporal 
punishment* Primary teachers scored more highly on the reli-
gious values scale* 
• -h 
Older teachers (above 35 years) were more opposed to 
11 plus selection than their younger colleagues (below 33 
years). 
v/hen the mean scores of teachers working in cc»&prehensive 
schools were cc»qparecl with those of working in Grander schools 
a large number of differences were found* The comprehensive 
school teachers seemed more opposed to 11 plus selection than 
their araoaner school colleagues* They were also more opposed 
to streaming and corporal punishment* 
15* v/ayne K* Hoy and Judith M* Jalovick have studied 
*Open Education and Pupil Control Ideologies of Teachwrs'* Open 
education, discipline and political conflicts between them 
continue to be important issues confronting educatcMrs* Two 
problems that surround most attesipts at curriculum development 
are the abundance of the educational rhetoric associated with 
potential innovations and the lack of critical eapirioal 
investigations* Similarly the concept of c<mtrol of students -
discipline is a topic that is no stranger to the literaturet 
yet a review of literature yields mostly opinions* prescrip-
tions » and anecdotest not generalizatitms based on research 
fillings* 
1* Hoy, Wayne K* and Jalovick* Judith M* Open Bducation and 
Pupil Ccxntrol Ideologies df Teachers* The Journal of Educatio-
nal Research, Sept*/October 1979 pp* 45-49. 
Since pupil control Is a salient aspect of life In schools 
and since any atteopt at open education seems likely to be 
associated with the pupil control orientation of teachers the 
primary purpose of the present study was to examine the 
relationship between open education and beliefs, behaviour 
and the pupil control orientation of teachers* 
Data were collected from 80 teachers in 20 schools of 
middle class suburban areas of New Jersey. 40 middle schools 
and UO elementary* 
Data were tested using correlational analysis* The na^or 
expectations of the study were supported* There was an Inverse 
relationship between the openness &f a teacher's classroom 
practices and custodianism in pupil control orientation, that 
is, the more open the teacher's classroom practices, the less 
custodial the pupil control ideology* Similarly the more open 
a teacher's beliefs about learning and knowledge, the less 
custodial the pupil control ideology* Finally, attitudes toward 
education were related to practices, the more open the attitudes 
of teachers toward educati(»i, the more open the classroom 
practices* 
Further analysis of data revealed that given prototype 
profiles of op^i and tradlticmal teachers, principals were 
accurately able to identify open and traditional teachers in 
:\R 
terms of both their attitudes and practices* Further more 
although the sex of the teacher was related neither to attitudei 
nor pupil control orientation, it was significantly related 
to classroom practices* woisen exhibited more open behaviour 
than men. 
16* La Duke and Jayne in a study found negative rela* 
tionship ( ••32 to ••55 } between the efficiency and liberalism 
in teaching objectivest methods and pupil gain* 
17« Gifford Charles (University of Georgia) in a study 
analysed the relationship among teacher attitude toward curri-
culum and teacher/student acceptance of a programme of inno» 
vation* 
18^ King and Mariame^ (Loyda University Chicago) studied 
teacher personality, that is, experimental V/s Traditional 
approach to exposure inservice workshc^ and personality and 
age and teaching expvrience and social origin, asking of value 
clarifying questions in classroom* 
19« Stem, Carolyn and Keislar (University California, 
tos Angeles) studied teacher attitudes and attitude change 
1. Monroe, v/alter S# Encyclopaedia of liducatJLonal Researoh* 
The Macroillan New York 1950* p* 1391 
2* Dissertation Abstracts Internationale 1977 (June) Vol. 37 
(12-A Pt.I) pp. 7506-7507 
3* Dissertation Abstracts International 1975 (Feb.) Vol.35 
(8-A) p.5195 
4. Journal of Hesearch and Development in Education. 1977 
(Win) vol. 10 (2) pp. 63-76. 
which presents the high points of an in depth research 
review* H^!l;}or topics included weres-
a) Teacher attitude toward curriculum and curricular 
change* students attributes* and innovations* 
h) The results of efforts to produce attitudinal change 
along these lines* 
Major conclusions were that teacher attitudes do make 
a difference in teaching learning process and that attitudes 
can be altered* 
Leggitt, George E1 (llniversity of Mississipi) made 
a comparative study of the attitudes of selected personnel 
in Mississippi toward secondary vocatiwial education and 
relationship of these attitudes to selected variables. 
Starr, J*W* of Belford^, Northern Ireland conductid an 
investigation on Discipline and Corporal Punishment. It Is 
a longitudinal study of the attitudes of a group of students 
and probationary teachers. A Thurstone type attitude scale 
was used to assess the attitude 87 graduate student teachers 
toward the use of corporal punishment in schools on each of 
three occasions s before embarking on a period of 6 weeks 
teaching practice and at tbe end of First Year on a substantive 
1* Dissertation Abstracts Internal, 1978 (Oct.), Vol.39 
(4-A), p. 2215 
2. Research in Education, 1978 (May), (19) pp. 67-75* 
•;(] 
teachli^ post* Measured attitudas before and after the 
period of teaching practice were similar, by the end of 
l8t year of teaching, however, there was a significant 
shift in attitude which could largely accounted for by changes 
In attitudes of those who were having discipline problems. 
Daugham, Nonusri^ (University of OKlahcsiia) conducted 
en investigation of teacher innovation and attitude toward 
partlo^^patlon in ourriculinn planning* 
Davlln Baftaara^  (University of Minnesota) studied Teachers" 
participation In decision making and its relationship to the 
variables, ;}ob satisfaction, os^anlsatlonal cOBmitment, ^ ob 
tensions, and attitudial aiilitancy* 
AbroBse, Bemice^ of university of southern Misslsslpl 
conducted a survey of attitude toward pupils, administrative 
supervisory personnel, working conditions and special educatlo n 
courses among New Orleans Public School teachers in grades 
K-6* 
1* Dissertation Abstracts International, 1979 (Feb*), Vol,39 
(8-A). p* A687 
2. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1978 (Dec.), Vol.39 
(6-A) p* 3257 
3* Psychological Abstracts, 1979 (Jan.) Vol*6l (1) p. 4512. 
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METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Mtthod t 
In deciding upon the approach to be followed and design 
of study to be created the investigator was guided chiefly 
by the consideration as to how best the issues raised in 
previous chapter could be answered* The questions posed 
for solution necessiated collection of data regarding current 
phenomena i.e. existing attitudes and educational view points 
of secondary school teachers and its description. Further-
more » they necessiated coorparislons of different categories 
of teachers in order to study whether the two variables l»e* 
'Attitudes and Educational View Points' go together or not. 
These requirements could be satisfied by adopting comparative 
survey approach of research. Comparative survey method is 
considered appropriate vhen the aims of investigation exteod 
beyond mere collection, analysis and interpretation of data 
and Involve testing of hypotheses. From this conventionally 
employed criterion the rubric "Comparative Survey Method" can 
be Justifiably applied to studies of the present sort. 
At this Juncture it may be pointed out that the ideal 
approach to testing of hypotheses is to design the study 
according to experimental method in which the experimenter 
has freedom to devise and manipulate the experimental situa-
tion. ?uch an approach isf however, not applicable to a 
Vr 
study of the type undertaken by this investigator. In the 
present study data regarding teachers' attitudes and educa-
tlcmal view points as they held at the time when study was 
undertaken was to be collected and used for making selected 
comparlslons of defined grasps of teachers or for determining 
the relaticmship between attitudes and educational view points* 
This Investigation» therefore, had to be of status one type. 
Procedurei 
— • i i w w i — — I — w i i i i i • • [ m <>i—I 
The research design for this study was created keeping 
in view the above consideration &nd was made up of the follo-
wing steps:-
1« The terms 'attitude towards teaching professicm' and 
'educational view points* were made carefully clear by defining 
them and describing their iteture in terms of their constituent 
elements. The term 'educational view points' v.as further 
broken do«m into progressive * traditicoial dicotoay with a 
clear definition of each of the two via a review of relevant 
research literature. 
2. An appropriate sample of teachers of secondary schools 
from whom data for the study was sought to b€l collected was 
selected and its char&cteristios described in order to deter-
mine the extent to which it could be considered representative 
of the general population of teachers of secondary schools of 
a specified geographical area. 
1 n 
3* A questionnaire to assesB educational view points of 
teachers based on the description of the elements of this 
concept was developed. Likewise* a suitable tool for measuring 
attitudes of teachers was searched for use in collection of the 
data required for the study* 
4« The above tools were administered to the teachers 
sampled for this study and their responses to items of each 
of the two tools recorded in terms of frequencies of progressive 
and traditional view points in case of educational view point 
in 
questionnaire and/terms of scores in case of attitude scale* 
5» On the basis of responses to items of educational 
view points questimmaire teachers holding progressive view 
point and those holding traditional view point on educational 
matters were identified. 
6. Analysis of the data gathered was done with the help 
of appropriate statistical techniques to provide answers to the 
basic questions raised in the previous chapter as part of the 
ob;3ectives of the study. A siniplified design of the study is 
presented in the figure given on. the next page. 
M 
^Define (1) Attitude towards teachii^ profes8i(m} 
(2) Educational view points 
(a) Progressiva 
(b) Traditional 
j^'elect a representative sample of 125 teachers ^  
(Ften and women) after carrying out census of 
[teachers of secondary schools of Aligarh Distt«| 
I Develop questionnaire on educational view points for teachers] select suitable mersure of attitude towards teaching profe* 
ssion 
T Make trial run of the questionnaire to en-
sure its efficiency 
Use teacher responses to educational view point questionnaire 
to identify progressive and traditional teachers 
(Analyse the data by appropriate statistical techniques inclu*J 
jding comparision of means by '*t* test^of frequencies by chl | 
square test for testing the hypotheses of the study i 
The procedure of the study as given above needs a detailed 
discussion in view of the fact that reliability of the results 
of an Investigation depends to a great measure on the appro-
priateness of the procedure followed* 
A: {'.) 
Saaapling Design i 
Considerations of selection of saii|>le are of paranount 
liBportance for the generallsability of the findings of th# 
study. The investigator has, in this regard, to see that th< 
sample is representative of the population to which the 
results of the study are sought to be applied i.e» it must 
provide a replica of the characteristics of the parent popu-
lation, Feccmdly he roust see that the size of the saB5)le is 
adequate since without it the results drawn would not be 
dependable and free from bias. 
The ideal thing to achieve both these things is to make 
the choice of the saisple by random sampling method and to 
drawn the members of the sample fr<Mn the parent populati<m 
very liberally* In case of educational investigators however, 
it is not found feasible in most of the studieft to adopt ide%I 
method because it involves prohibitive cost and is extremely 
time consuming besides being beset with numerous practical 
difficulties* Eyans points out to some of them in these words, 
"Obviously the educati<aial system in this country does not 
permit the use of rendom sampling design and even a modifi-
cation thereof for which adjustments for systematic error 
may be made with any great assiarance. The cooperation of the 
school system, a school or a teacher in a research pro;}ect 
1. Ryans, Op. Cit, 158. 
in 
must remain vol\mtary in any decentralised system of 
education. Furthermore, adequate population control data 
relative to teachers, which would be necessary for making 
ad^Justments for systematic errors in sampling, are for the 
most part unavailable". 
In case of the present study the investigator, respect* 
ing the need of some compromise, included as many teachers 
of as many secondary schools of Aligarh who expressed their 
willingness to cooperate in the investigation. Some of the 
schools and teachers even from this category backed out when 
the enquary was actually started. One very serious cause 
which resulted into some deflation of the size of the sao^le 
was connected with disturbed ccaicitions of the areas from 
where sample was drawn. 
In the light of these sampling bottlenecks it can not 
be conclusively claimed that the senile employed was either 
representative or random sample of the total population of 
secondary school teachers of Aligarh District of U.P. so far 
as its size, which was made up of 125 teachers was concerned 
it would be argued in its defence that since the purpose of 
the study which did not involve the use of results for such 
decision making in which even minutest error may result in a 
great loss, the sanaple size was adequate. Moreover, as a 
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safeguard against Introduction of any error In results 
drawn from this sample use of small satnple statistics was 
made whereever necessary* The characteristics of the sample 
are discussed in the following pages* 
Table 3-1 Distribution of sample by schools» 
sex and subjects* 
'^-MO-
.^  * tv w * 
1* 
2* 
3. 
u. 
5. 
t School 
S*T* High school 
City High School 
AHU*, Girls High 
School 
Zakir Husain Model 
School 
1-•TT" Ken 
28 
33 
2 
5 
Our Lady of Fatiiaa 
Higher Secondary School 2 
Total: 70 
k H ft 
•i?f!HTfM'i 
12 
-
23 
7 
13 
55 
" T J — 
Arts 
25 
20 
16 
8 
6 
77 
+ K Science 
15 
13 
7 
4 
9 
A8 
Table 3*2 Distribution of Sample by years 
of Experience 
Years of ixpericnce N Percent 
1 
6 
11 
16 
21 
26 
-
«• 
mm 
-
-
-
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
39 
23 
27 
14 
13 
9 
31.2 
18.4 
21*6 
11.2 
10*4 
7*2 
Total 125 
1 '•> 
Tables 3*1 and 3.2 sunmarlze the characteristics of the 
sample. A visual evidence of the same Is provided In graph 
3.1 and 3»2. A scrutiny of table 3»1 showliig schools, sex and 
8ub;Jects of the teachers under study reveals that the sample 
consists of %% men teachers and Uk% women teachers. Out of 
125 teachers studied there are 70 male and 55 female teachers. 
As regardd the distribution of teachers according to the 
subjects taught It is noted that there are 61,6% Arts teachers 
and 38,4% science teachers. The number of Arts teachers In the 
sample Is 77 while that of science teachers ^ , 
The teachers Included In the sample belong to 5 schools 
situated In Allgarh city. Out of these schools one Is purely 
a girls school, two boys schools and two co-educetlonal Insti-
tutions, Two of these schools are privately managed Institutions 
and the rest three are managed by the Allgarh Muslim University, 
Allgarh, 
Table 3*2 sunmarlzesthe distribution of teachers on the 
basis of years of experience, A scrultlny of the table shows 
that 71.2r. teachers fall in the first three Intervals showing 
that ao;Jorlty of teachers have put In a service of 15 years 
or less and only 28,8?^  teachers fall In the last three Inter-
vals meaning theceby that only <me third of the teachers 
Included in the sample have put in a service between 16-30 
years. 
M) 
Thus it is clear frcwa the type of the sample selected 
that it represents e good deal of educational diversity* It 
included teachers of both sexes« teachers of varying teaching 
experience and teachers of different sub;}ect8» The schools 
reprerented in it provide a wide range in regard to educa-
tional standairds and environmental richness* Their intake 
areas cover slums to posh localities* 
Still it would be befitting to state that the character-
isties 1 entified and findings arrived at in this study would 
be applicable to that hypothetical population of teachers 
v/hich resembles the sample of this study* In addition to the 
main sample one sub-aacsple was also employed in the study for 
conparision of progressive and traditional groups of teachers* 
Tools Used in the studyi 
It would be recalled that the main interest of this 
investigation centred round two ma;}or classes of teacher 
characteristics namely, attitudes towards teaching profession 
and educational view points* In order to collect data from 
secondary school teachers regarding these variables the follo-
wing two tools were selected: 
(1) Attitude Towards Teaching scale 
(2) Teachers J^ ducational View point Questionnaire 
1* See Appendix A 
2* See Appendix B 
r>i 
Attltud» Towards Teaching Scale? 
Attitude towards teaching scale was devised by Verma 
of the A«M.U», Aligarh. Tills scale consists of 40 statensents 
of bittltude towards profession* These statements relate to 
feelings for and against the teaching profession and are quite 
comprehensive In that they Include all Important aspects of 
teachers' Job such as teacher pupil relationship, work Itself, 
rewards, managerial policies, opportunities of self expression, 
use of abilities and freedom etc. It is a five point scale 
constructed <wi Likert's approach. The statements are preceeded 
by the following directicms: 
Directionst 
The scale consists of AO staltements of attitude towards 
profession, with some of them you will agree and with others 
disagree* Your degree of agreement or disagreement may also 
differ from sjtatement to statement. 
Kindly indicate your opinion about dach statement by 
putting a tick mark in any one of the five columns against the 
given statement, in the following mannert-
1. In the column 'strongly agree* if you are agree with 
with the statement stror^ly. 
2* In the column 'Agree* if you just agree with the 
statement* 
3* In the colum 'undecided* iX you are unable to make 
up your <^lnl<m about the statement. 
A. In the coluisn »Disagree' if you ^ust disagree with the 
statement* 
5» In the column 'Strongly Disagree* if you disagree with 
the statement strongly. 
Time Limit: 
There is no time limit but the respondents ate expected 
to make their responses in about 13 minutes. 
Scoring: 
Each response is scored on the basis of its position on 
the 5 point continuum from *1* for 'strongly disagree* to 
5 for 'strongly agree' in case of positive statements and vice-
versa in case of negative statements. Point 3 denotes an 
attitude of indifference or indecision. All respcmses are sunned 
up so as to yield one single score. 
Reliability: 
Pellability of the attitude scale as found through split 
half B^thod and corrected by Spearman - Brown prc^hecy formula 
is reported by the author to be .91. 
Validity: 
Validity co-efficient of this scale as found through 
correlation with MTAI is .65. In addition to this statistical 
index, it is claimed to possess satisfactory face validity. 
Teachers* Educational View Points Quegtiotmair^> 
The second tool used in this study was a direct question 
type instruoent about school teachers educational view points 
constructed by the investigator himself* As its construction 
needed a through knowledge of various aspects of education the 
researcher consulted a nuoaber of books and other relevant 
literature for assembling questions for the instrument. It 
helped in the development of item rationales in each ma^or 
category and selection of significant and representative materia] 
Using this material 50 forced choice type items were constru-
cted* Each item was made up of two alternative stetements 
representing contrasting view points regarding scwe educati(mal 
ob;Jective, issue or practice. The copies of the draft of this 
tool were circulated amongst some senior members of the 
Department of ^iKiation of A»K»U», Aligarh and some senior 
teachers in secondary schools maintained by the IMiversity* The 
cominents of these experts were used to scrutinise the items as 
a result of which 16 items had to be dropped. The final form 
of the questionnaire was thus made up of only 34 items. The 
following item illustrates those incorporated in the tool. 
Do you believe thati-
{ ) The •nain task before the nation is to secure 
rapid econoBic development and to accoii5>lish this 
education must be related to productivity. 
^ : ? 
( ) All good education should aim at making man 
cultured, spiritual» husian and virtuous* To 
0ub;jugate education to productivity is to dege-
nerate it. 
The items included in the questionnaire were devised to 
sample view points r^arding (a) aims of educaticai; (b) curri-
culum development; (c) teachers* role in curriculum development; 
(d) discipline; (e) parental participation in the school 
prograiKDe; (f) teaching methods; (g) pupil teacher relation-
ship; (h) streaming; and (i) teachers* role in the adminis-
tration of the school etc* On the basis of responses to the 
items of the questicmnaire it was determined whether a teacher 
possessed progressive view point or traditi<mal view point* 
Directions 8 
The rubric for this section of the questionnaire was 
as followst-
"This questionnaire contains some statements on secondary 
school teachers educational view points* Each item contains 
two contrasting statements* You have to choose one statement 
from each pair* Kindly indicate your option by putting a tick 
the 
mark in the place holder against/statement of your choice''* 
scoring i 
The method of scoring responses to the items of the 
questionnaire was siisple* One member of each pair of statements 
) • ! 
contained by an Item represents progressive view point and 
another member traditional view point* There is no systeisatic 
order in statements of a^y one view point in order to avoid 
appearance of clue or development of mental set in responding. 
The total mimber ot statements representing progressive view 
points marked by an individual was te^en as his score on 
progressive dimension and vice-versa. Each response was given 
equal welghtage i.e. one. The range of scores in regard to 
each dimension for an individual on this questionnaire could 
be 0 - 34. 
Reliability; 
The questionnaire not being univocal the split half method 
estimating reliability was ruled out. The repeat method (test 
retest) yielded .86 as reliability co-efficient of the progre* 
ssive dimension and ,79 as reliability co-efficient of the 
traditional dimension. 
Validity; 
The questionnaire was carefully prepared and then revised 
after a trial run in the interest of comprehensiireness or 
content coverage and appropriate phrasii^ of statements. 
consequently, it can be expected to have satisfactory logical, 
or construct, validity. In this connection it was also assumed 
that teachers opinions about educeticmal matters, and not 
about their personal life, was sought, and that too without 
r- r 
• ; • I 
subjecting them to any external pressure, therefore, they 
would come out with valid and truthful opinicms. It nay never-
theless, be admitted that no means were available to validate 
the questionnaire against any external criteria such as 
respondents' educational philosophy. 
The above description of the tools used in the study 
shows that they are efficient and good instruments with satis-
factory indices of reliability and validity in using them for 
collection of the data* 
collection of Data: 
The 'attitude towards teaching scale* and the 'educational 
view points questionnaire* had to be administered to the faculty 
members of the sa|q?led schools* Past experience of the resear-
chers shows that the rate of questionnaire mortality is often 
quite high. The questionnaire is not returned by considerably 
large number of respondents if it XM sent by mail* Only those 
of the teachers who are research conscious, sincere and ehthu* 
siastic return the same duly filled in. This practice introduces 
sampling bias with the cooperating set of teachers becoming 
a 'self choosing sample'* In order to avoid this danger and get 
the data collected under his personal care the researcher planne( 
to visit each school and each sampled teacher personally to 
administer the attitude scale and the questicxmaire* For this 
purpose the principals were approached and schedules of dates 
:H; 
and timo for adioinistraticm prepared with their consent* Yet 
the actual collection of data proved an i;5)-blll task* On 
several occasions the researcher was foiled to postp<nie the 
work because of unscheduled closure of the school or absence 
of the principal end some of the teachers or because of sone 
other such interfering activity in the school* 
The investigator, somehow* managed to collect the data 
during the mcmths of January and February I960 from all the 
perticipatir^ teachers* Along with the main data teachers* 
bio-data was also recorded* The questionnaire was administered 
twice at reasonable intervals to a sub sample of 60 teachers 
selected randomly from the main sample in order to estimate its 
reliability* The advantage of collecting the required data imder 
his perscwial care by the investigator appeared in the form of 
its greater amount of truthfulness and fidelity* 
Scoring? 
The responses of teachers to the items of the 'attitude 
scale* and 'educational view point questionnaire* were scored 
strictly according to the methods as outlined in previous 
sections of this chapter* The scores of each individual in the 
attitude scale and the questionnaire were then used to prepare 
raw score tables in respect of each of these variables which 
contained the score on the total scale as well as area wise 
1 
scores for each teachers • 
Method of Analysist 
The raw scores obtained on attitude towards teaching 
scale and the frequeiK^ies of respcmses obtained on items of 
the educational view point questionnaire were treated in 
several ways in various conbinations in order to attempt their 
analysis for testing the hypotheses formulated for this 
investigation* 
It would be recalled that the major theme of the study 
concerned was investigation of attitudes and educational view 
points of secondary school teachers and to find out if atti-
tudes and educational view points are related variables. 
In order to achieve thrise objectives various kinds of analyses 
of the data were attempted* A brief description of the major 
techniques of analysis is provided hereunder. 
1. For describing the attitudes of the total sample 
of teachers and of various sub groups means and S.D. s of the 
distributions of their scores were calculated. In addition 
to this frequencies and percentages of teachers at various 
intervals of attitude score distribution were also calculated. 
Mean gives a single index of the average degree of attitude 
whereas the latter method gives a detailed idea about the 
individuals holding different degrees of attitudes, it gives 
1. See Appendix C for raw scores on attitude scale and 
. see Appendix D for raw scores on questionnaire. 
more Information than mesn* 
2. For collaring the attitudes of various categories of 
teachers significance of difference between their mean attitude 
scores were calculated by applying *t» test which is a suitable 
statistical technique for such purposes when the scores are 
continuous and normally distributed as they are in the present 
case* The formula of *t* applicable to independent samples was 
used and whenever the N was small« small sample statistics 
were applied* 
3» The frequencies and percentages of teachers found at 
different attitude score intervals in the compared groups were 
tested for significance of their difference by applying chi-
square test which is non-parfiuaetric in nature and is used for 
estimating independence of two variables* 
4* Data regarding educational view points of the total 
sample of teachers as also of various sub . groups was analysed 
in temis of frequencies and percentages of teachers holding 
progressive and traditional view points <m each item of the 
questionnaire* The frequaicies were then compared by ohi«equare 
tesi; to study if the number of those teachers who hold pro-
grefisive view point on a question differs significantly from 
those who hold traditional view point* This analysis was per-
formed to determine the number of questions an which ma^ Jority 
progressive 
of teachers clearly possess/view point or vice-versa. The 
analysis vias done for to t a l saciple as well as for each of the 
sub-groups* 
5« The nuabvr of prc^ressive and traditional teachers in 
the total saarple and in various sub-groups on the totality 
of educational view points was determined by using a cutting 
point. Those who marked progressive view point oriented 
statements to the tune of 22 and above were identified as 
progressive teachers and those who marked 21 or less numl^r 
of such statements were identified as traditional teachers 
in so far as their educational philosophy was concerned. This 
inf oxmation was used to compare various sub gr^mps regarding 
teachers or which of the compared groups were more progressive 
than those of the other. Chi-square test wes considered 
appropriate statistical technique for this comparision. 
All the variables of 't* and chi-square obtained in 
various analyses were test#d for freedom at .05 level. 
CHAPTER-IV 
PREgFiJTATION. ANALYSIS AND INTER-
MfMSltmiiimsiAL^M 
iif 
PRfe:SENTATIQN. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
It would be recalled that the present investigation 
was designed to stiidy (a) attitudes of secondary school 
teachers towards teaching profession as a whole and towards 
its verious aspects, (b) their educational view points and 
(c) the relationship of attitudes and educational view points. 
The empirical data collected, following the methods explained 
in the previous chapter, was subjected to various forms of 
analyses in order to test the tenability of the following 
hypotheses:-
1» Majority of secondary school teachers possess favou-
rable attitude towards teaching profession. This is true also 
in regard to their attitudes towards individual aspects of 
their ;5ob, 
2, There is no statistically significent difference in tl 
means of attitudes scores of men and w<Mnen teachers. 
3« There is no significant difference in the means of 
attitude scores of teachers differing in teaching experience. 
4, There is no significant difference in the means of 
attitude scores of science and arts teachers. 
5. Ma;5ority of secondary school teachers possess progre-
ssive point of view in regard to various educational issues, 
problems and practices. 
ni 
6» There is no significant difference in the educational 
view points of teachers when classified according to sex. 
7. There ia no significant difference in the educaticmel 
view points of teachers when classified on the basis of 
subjects taught by theo. 
&• There is no significant difference in the points of 
of 
view/the teachers having an experience of 5 or less years and 
of 13 years or more regarding various educational issues and 
problems. 
9* There is no relationship between atttitudes of teacherr 
towards teaching profession and their educational points of 
view. 
10. There is no relationship between attitudes and educa-
tional view points in the sub-populations of teachers when 
classified according to «ex» experience and teaching subjects. 
The major statistical techniques employed for analysing 
the data included (a) comparision of ptrcentages and me^n 
scores of contrasting groups through 't* test and (b) compari-
sion of frequencies occurring on compared variables through 
Chi->sQU8re test. In this regard it may be well to add that 
since the N of various compared groups was not large the use 
of formulae suited to small swaoples was employed. Fiurthermore, 
!>' computing *t* values the pooled SD' were calculated keeping 
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In view the fact that the number of cases in each conpared 
group viae suaXl* 
Rtigardlng the use of Chl-aquare It may be added thiit It 
was non'^parametric statistic and as such it is not as strong 
and sound as parametric statistic. Nevertheless, its use 
in the study was justified in view of a part of the data being 
in terms of frequencies. Care was, however, taken that the 
conditions necessary for its use were fully satisfied. For 
example whenever frequencies in any cell were less than five 
yeats correction formula was used. 
The empirical data gathered for the study is presented, 
analysed and interpreted to test each of the formulated hypo-
thesis one by one in the present chapter. 
p«ction-(a) Analysis of Teachers' Attitudes 
Attitude scores of teacl^ ers are aimlysed in respect of 
the total sample and in resp«ct of various contTastlng groups 
in tables 4.1 to 4,4. (Appendix.cC.contains table of raw 
attitude scores of the sub;3ects). 
TABLE- 4.1 
Percent of Teachers in Various Attitude Intervals, Mean of 
Attitude Scores and SD of the Disiribution. 
1 Score Intervals fYequenciea Percent Mean of total ISD 
scores of Attitude! 
161-200 
121-160 
81-120 
4 1 - 80 
0 - 40 
1 
102 
22 
0 
0 
0.6 
81.6 
17.6 
0 
0 
133.54 15.: 
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Discusgioni 
An examination of the contents of table 4,1 rev«al8 
that the mean of the attitude scores of the total sample is 
I33.5A which is a little more than the mean of 120 of the 
possible score on the attitude scale. Thus it is revealed 
that on an average secondary school teachers possess slightly 
favourable attitude towards the Job# 
Further analysis of the distribution of attitude scores 
of the sample in terms of frequencies and percentages of 
teachers falling under different score intervals shows that 
only 17.6 percent of the teachers have their attitude score 
at or below 120, the point which indicates indifferent attitudi 
Ag against this 81.6 percent of the teachers are found in 
the range 121-160 scores. This fact also goes to 9how that 
majority of secondary school teachers possess favourable 
attitude towards their profession. A visual evidence of the 
same is provided in graph A.I. 
Hypothesis I of the study which stipulated that majority 
of 8econdar7 school teachers possess favourable attitude 
towards teaching profession is found sustainable. 
TABLE-A.2 
Coaparision of Means of Attitude Scores 
en ar«d Women Teachers. 
sex } 1< } Mean \ SD | SEP | t { [ ^ S f ^ ^ ^ ' ^ 
Kale 70 129.6 15.61 1.86 ^^ ^^  ^Q^ 
Female 55 139.92 13.13 1.77 * 
f:i 
Dlacuaalont 
A perusal of ineans oj attitude scores of men end women 
teachers as provided in table 4.2 reveals that the women 
teachers possess more favourable attitude towards teaching 
Job than men teachers, their mean scores being 13S»92 and 
129«6 respectively, so far as the dispersion of scores in 
each group is concerned it is noted that there is no appre-
ciable difference in the variability between two groups. 
when the two means were compared by *t* test the value 
of «t* came to be 4.01 which is far greater than the required 
value of 2.62 to make the difference between the two means 
significant at .01 level with 123 d.f. 
Thus it can be concluded that men and women teachers 
significantly differ among themselves and that women teachers 
have more favourable attitude towards their profession than 
their male counter parts. Hypothesis (2) of the study which 
stated that there is no statistically significant difference 
in t:he means of attitude scores of men and women teachers has 
therefore not been found true. 
It may be added here that the findings of the study are 
not unexpected or strange. In view of the fact that vocatio-
nal sex role stereotypes inclines women more than men towards 
teaching profession. This is perhaps the <»ily Job in which 
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woman do not have to raixup with men and in which they can 
easily pursue their carewr without disrupting their family 
life. Therefore, wcMnen find it more suitable for them, Men 
on the other hand have a wide range 6f opportunities as 
compared to womsn and are more drawn towards those ^ obs 
which are highly remunerative and which give them some power 
and authority. 
Analysis of means of attitude scores of the teachers 
having an experience of 5 or less than five years and those 
of 15 and above years of experience is provided in the 
following table. 
TABLE- hn} 
Comparision of Means of Attitude Scores on the Basis of 
Different Years of Experience. 
Experience } N | Mean { SD } SEP f t j ^ ^ f " ^ ^ ^ 
1-5 Years ?6 I36.9I 16.73 2.82 ^^^^ ^g^ 
15 and above 
Years 42 132.8 13.09 2.04 
Discussion! 
The analysis of mean scores of the two groups yielded 
a *t' value of the s ize of 1,19 which has not been found 
pignifleant even at ,05 l e v e l . This result suggests that 
experience i s unrelated to att i tude towards teaching professlor 
^ h 
Nevertheleasy the difference in the two means which are 
136.91 in Case of teachers having an experience of 5 years 
or less and 13296 in case of teachers having an experience 
of 13 or more years is suggestive of the trend that freshers 
possess more favourable attitude towards teaching than those 
.ho have been in service for more than 15 years. Further more 
the former group is little more variable than the latter 
group, the SD® of the two groups being 16.73 and 13«09 res-
pectively. A visual evidence of the same is provided in 
graph A.3. 
In conclusion it would be said that when teachers Join 
this profession sooii after coming out of the portals of 
training colleges they ore full of vigour, enthusiasm, inno-
vative ideas ami ideals. They start their work with missionary 
zeal but as time passes their enthusiasm and idealism fade 
out beiiig incompatible with the more pragmatic and time serving 
value of the old colleagues. Consequently they, too, fall 
in line with them. The results of the study are expressive 
of this phenoGuenon and do not appear in any way, unreasonable. 
Thoiigh the hypothesis of no difference in the attitudes 
of teachers differing in teaching experience (hypothesis 3) 
as established in the study has been verified by the above 
findings. Yet it would not be out of place to mention that 
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the trend Is in favour of those who ere freshers In teaching 
professicm* 
\^en the a^an of attitude scores of science and arts 
teachers vfere analysed for comparision the following results 
were obtained. 
TABLE* 4.4 
Comparision of M#ans of Attitude Scores of Science and Arts 
Teachers 
|51gnifi« 
canoe 
LLevel__ 
Sub;3ect N W^en SD SED 
Science 
Arts 
44 
76 
137.54 
136.18 
18.27 
13.48 
2.78 
1.55 
0.43 N.S. 
Discussiont 
The means of attitude scores of science and Arts teachers 
are 137.54 &nd 136.18 respectively as can be seen in table 
4.4, There is hardly any recognisable difference in the two 
means. Iven the 't* value computed to test the significance of 
their difference is found to be quite negligible (0.43) which 
indicates that whatever small difference exists between the 
compared means can be accounted for by sanqpling error. 
However, the two groups are much dissimilar in the 
dispersion of their scores. The SD in case of science teachers 
f 11") 
is 18.27 whereas in ca«« of Arts teachers it is 13«45» It 
shows that the gro\q> of Arts teachers is more homogeneous 
in regerd to their attitudes than that of science teachers, 
A visual evidence ot the saroe is presented in graph-4,4« 
It was hypothesised in the study that there is no sig-
nificant difference between means of attitude scores of 
science and Arts teachers (Hypothesis A). The hypothesis, 
thus, has been found true when tested against eoipirical data* 
Not to find any substantial difference in the attitudes 
of science and Arts teachers appears to be understandable. 
Generally the science and Arts teachers draw the same grades 
of salary, work under similar conditions and are drawn to t^ 
professicm after failii« to get better ;Jobs, The more inte-
llifent and talented among them are able to successfully 
compete for better and higher ;}Obe« Therefore, there is no 
wonder if both science and Arts groups possess similar atti-
tude towards their profession. 
Section (b) Analysis of Teachers* Educational View Polnf 
1. Educational View Point of the Total Sample: 
In order to analyse educational view point of the 
sec(mdary school teachers the frequencies of teachers cm 
progressive and traditional dimensions of each of the state-
ments were calculated. These frequencies were then tested for 
2 
significance of difference between each pair by chi-sguare . 
1. See Appendix- D 
2. See Appendix- E 
TABLE«4.5 
FrtQiwncitB oo Progresalv and Traditional piaienaiwag of Educational 
View ^oint Quastionnaira and Vaiuaa of C>ii«»Square Ototalned by Thair 
Coig>ari8ion 
N.125 
Frequenciea | CHl-
8 aqiaare 
Progre- OTraditio- | 
ssiva Onal 8 
1 2 3 
Quaationat --------------------------—^ ^ 
1, DO YOU BEIIFVE THAT: 93 32 • 28,8 
( ) In specialised sub;)ect 
teacher system contact with 
several teachers helps piQ}ils 
in discovering their own modes 
of social interaction leading 
to enrichment of their person-
alities. 
( ) Same teacher for several sub-
jects can have c<nq!>rehensive 
knowledge of various aspects 
of personalities of his pupils 
and thua gain better insight 
and assist their all round deve-
lopment on right lines* 
2. DO YOU BELIEVE THATI 110 15 * 70,68 
( } The specialist is able to 
plan the contents of his 
8ub;)ect into a well coor-
dinated course of study and 
to relate the varioua atagea 
of instruction in that aub-
Ject to one another* 
( ) In the system of same tea-
cher for several subjects one 
sideness, undue einphasis on 
any one aubject at the cost 
of others and coapartmenta-
lization is avoided* 
• The atarzred values of Chi-aquare are aignificant at .05 or 
higher levels* 
• - • ( ) 
t - t - 1 i 
3. DO YOJ BELIEVE THATs 
( ) The specialist has deep rooted 
desire to give fresh» broe^ and 
origlxial treatment to his sub* 
Ject which ensuressustenance of 
his pijpils* interests 104 21 * 53.79 
( ) In the system of same teachef 
for several sub^ Jects the teacner 
has scope for the variety in the 
work of teachJbng and thus sus-
tains pi^ qpils' interest in an 
undiminished sianner* 
4. DO YOU BFLIEVE THATt 
( ) The teacher should have nothing 
to do with administrative funct* 
tions of the school* 99 26 * 40*32 
( ) To share administrative respon-
sibilities is a part of teachers' 
duties. 
5. DO YOU BFLIEVE THAT: 
( ^ Non-teaching perstmnel be appoin-
ted in the school to free tea-
chers from administrative respon-
sibilities, 80 45 * 8,7 
( ) Administrative responsibilities 
be shouldered by the teachers in 
addiction to their instructional 
duties in order to get greater 
degree of involvement in the insti-
tution and a feeling of recogni-
tion* 
6. DO YOU BELIEVE THATi 
( ) The instructional work of the 
teacher suffers if he has to 
shoulder administrative respcm-
sibilities. 62 63 
( ) Administrative responsibilities 
of a teacher do not c<me in the 
way of pr<^er performance of 
instructional duties* 
7 . DO YOU THINK THATt 107 18 • 61,95 
( ) Developing all the powers and 
capacities of the child In a 
harmonloufi loanner should be 
the main aim of education* 
( ) Development of Intellectual 
side of perscmallty should 
be the chief objectives of 
education. 
8 . DO YOU THINK THAT: 116 9 • 89.8£ 
( ) The alms of education should 
be the training of character» 
Improving practical and voce-
tlonal efficiency* and develop-
ment of Interests necessary for 
self expression* 
( ) Acquisition of Knowledge and 
academic achievements of pupils 
should be the aim of education* 
9 . ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THAT! 104 21 • 53.7S 
( ) Hom# assignment Is desirable for 
developing habit of Independent 
planning and study In the child-
ren* 
( ) After a long day of work htmm 
assignment Is unnecessary euid 
extra burden on children* 
10* ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THAT J 94 31 * 30.75 
( ) Home assignments engrain in the 
p\;qplls self reliance and Ini-
tiative* 
( } Home assignments leave little 
time for recreational activiti-
es which are very isiportant for 
all round development of the 
child* 
11, ARF YOU OF THE OPINICM^  THAT: 102 23 • ^.68 
( ) Hoise assignments are 
desirable for keeping 
parents appraised ot 
pupils* academic achie-
vement* 
( ) If parents involve them-
selves in child's home 
assignment they being lay-
man are likely to misguide 
him. 
1 2 , ARE YOJ OF THE OPINION THAT* 58 67 « 0,51 
( ) Pupils promotion should be 
based on high standard of 
academic^ achievements* 
( ) Pupils should be promoted 
on the basis of minimum 
0tardr>rd of ecedeisic achie-
vements a;id cttitudest values 
and interests needed for a 
democratic and socialistic 
society* 
13» ARE YOU OF THE GPimOti THATt 85 ^ * 15.^ 
( } Promotion upto eight stan-
dard be mitomatic on the 
basis of pupils* academic 
performance through out the 
academic aessiont partici-
pation intcurricular activi-
ties and their social behav-
iour* 
( ) Pupils should be prcnnoted to 
next class cm the basis of 
their perf ormar^e in the annu-
al examination at the end of 
each year* 
1A. DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE VIEW THATi 89 36 • 21.63 
( } Participation of parents in 
planning the school prc^ra-
mrae is desirable* 
( ) Parent participati<m in pla-
nning aohool programme is 
unnecessary and undesirable* 
S 1 f ^ t 
15. DO you SUBSCRIBE TO THE VIFl^  THAT : 94 31 * 30.75 
{ ) School staff can not work 
successfully alone* They 
need parents* help In orga-
nising the school programme 
suitable for all round deve-
lopment of pupils. 
( ) Parents being payman« their 
participation in planning the 
school programme can not be 
of any value. 
1 6 . DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO TfiF VIErf THAT: 91 5^ * 25.08 
( ) Parents aire potential tea-
chers of pupils hence they be 
associated with the work of the 
school CiB resource persons. 
( ) Parents, havii% no knowledge of 
the school work deserve no place 
in planning the school programme. 
17. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT: 76 ^9 • 5.A 
( ) Class work should be developed 
around projects and experience 
centered activities of the lea-
nners. 
( ) lBq;>arting knowledge in a syste-
matic and sequentially organised 
manner should be the basis of 
class work. 
18. DO YOU BELIEVE THATt 86 39 • 16,92 
( )ThG present experience of the 
student» his problems and inte-
rests must play a dominant role 
in the determination of the 
class work. 
( ) The organised fields of knowle-
dge ccmstitute the back bcme of 
the class work. 
'•• 1 
I 
19. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT: AS 
( ) The main task before the 
nation is to secure rapid 
economic development and to 
accon^liah this education 
must be related to producti-
vity* 
( ) All good education should aim 
at making man cultured, spiri-
tual* human and virtuous. To 
Bub;)ugate education to producti* 
vity is to degenerate it. 
20. DO YOU BELIEVE THATs 103 
( ) All good and purposeful edu-
cation should consist of study 
of languages and social sciences, 
mathematics and natural sciences, 
work experience and social 
service. 
( ) Puxposeful education should con-
sist of study of language and 
social sciences, and mathema-
tics and natural sciences. There 
is no need of wasting pupil's 
time on work experience and so-
cial service. 
21. DO YOU BFLIEVE THAT J 99 
( ) Integrated development of 
personality is possible only 
when learning occurs by corre-
lating knowledge with handicrafts 
and technology and hence tea-
ching of all sub;}ects be woven 
round the activities selected 
from child's social and physi-
cal envircmment. 
( ) The idea of correlating subjects 
with crafts or technology has 
been a farce because it hinders 
acquisition of knowledge in orga-
nised and graded manner and leaves 
gaps. 
77 * 6.27 
22 5^1.2 
26 •A1.47 
r 1 i =  I 3 • 
22, DO YOU BELIEVE THATt 68 57 • 0,8 
( ) No attempt at specialization 
should be made till aften class 
X because introduction of strea-
ming at too early stage is harm-
rul. 
( ) The system of streaming in schools 
of general education should begin 
in class IX to provide opportunity 
to the students to choose 8ub;}ects 
as would lead to their planned 
vocational career* 
23. DO YOU AGREE WITH THE CONCEPTION THAT I 75 50 « 4,6 
( ) The new concept of discipline 
i.e. self discipline, is more 
desirable because it is accepted 
by the individual of his own free 
will. 
( ) Discipline of a class can not be 
entrusted to the pi^ils thercselves 
because they do not possess the 
capacity of self control. 
2A. DO YOU BELIJ-VE THATt 111 1A * 73.72 
( ) Discipline should be developed 
through positive measures if it 
is to be creative. 
( ) Discipline can be maintained only 
through negative measures because 
the child's nature is intrinsi-
cally violent. 
2 5 . DO YOU BFIIEVE THAT? 21 104 • 53.79 
( ) Mild punishment has some times 
curative and motivational effect. 
( ) Punishment is in no case good. It 
is always detrimental to the phy-
sical as well as mental health of 
the children. 
• » ; 
! ^ i ^ { 3 I 
26. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT J 92 33 • 26.9 
( ) Teacher autonomy demands that 
they imist be free to modify 
cotxrses of study or units of 
work if they feel need of any 
such change* 
( ) Teachers must not be granted 
freedom to modify courses or 
units of work because that 
would dilute standards and 
spoil imiformity in courses in 
differcmt schools. 
27. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT: 86 39 • 16.19 
( ) The responsibility of modifi-
cation of courses of study or 
units of work can not be ent-
rusted to t#achers as it needs 
eicpert knowledge which they do 
not possess. 
( } Teachers ere coo^etent and poss-
ess expert knowledge to modify 
courses or units of work. They 
must be entrusted with this Job. 
2 8 . DO YOU BFIIEVE THAT I 38 87 * 18.43 
( ) Planning units of class work 
should be largely the respon-
sibility of teachers. 
( ) In planning units cf class work 
suggestions shcmld «ome princi* 
pally from the children in the 
class. 
29. DO YOU BELIEVE THATt 29 96 * 34.8A 
( ) Planning of units of class work 
by the teacher himself is essen-
tial because the students lack 
total perspective to enable them 
to properly plan the units of 
class work. 
( } Planning units of class work by 
the teacher results in imposition 
and regimentation hence students 
should be given the major respon-
sibility of planning units of the 
class work. 
30, DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE IDEA THATI 63 
( ) In the class children be 
permitted to engage them* 
selves In several class 
activities according to their 
Interests at a given tine* 
( ) Purposeful learning can only 
takd place when all the child-
ren are ez^aged in the saoie 
class activity at a given time* 
31. DO YOU BELIFVE THAT I 47 
( ) Learners* expressed interests 
give clues to the situations 
which have roeaning for child-
ren. 
( ) Teaehvrs must shoulder the 
responsibility of identifying 
the situations which have mea-
ning for children. 
32. DO YOU BELIE^/ETHATJ 96 
( ) Learning should be based on 
pupils* interests if it is to 
be meaningful for them. 
( ) Most learning often results 
from serious effort. Pupils' 
interests have to be over-
looked to ensure learning of 
a high order. 
3 3 . DO YOU BELIE^ETHAT: 69 
( ) single unified pupil group is 
the most suitable unit for 
effective learning* 
( ) Effective learning can take 
place when the class is divi-
ded into several ability 
8ub-grouf>s. 
62 
78 • 7.2 
29 • 3A.84 
56 1.15 
rs 
3^. DO YOU BKIIEVE THAT I 58 67 0.51 
( ) The single point entx*y systeia 
must be replaced by a onilti 
point entry system under which 
it will be open for older chil-
dren of 9» 11t or 14, to Join 
the schools in separate classes 
specially organised for their 
needs* 
( ) The sequential character of the 
single point entry system aaust 
be retained because it is more 
logical and systematic than 
multi-point entry system. 
Disoxissican 
An inspection of the values of chi-square as given in 
table 4»5 discloses that out of total 34 chi-square values 26 
are significant at .05 or higher levels. It is further noted 
that 5 of these significant chi-square values indicate the dire-
ction of the difference in favour of the traditional dimension 
and 23 indicate the direction of difference in favour of the 
progressive dimensioi. This would mean that on 23 questions ma^-
rity of teachws have progressive view point, on 5 they have 
traditional view point and on 6 they are equally divided in their 
opini<m« These results show that on average the teachers ha^ 
progressive educational view point. 
A description of the aspects of education on which secondary 
school teachers are found to possess progressive and traditional 
outlook will not be out of place here. 
The Instruotent had five stateroents ( 7» 8» 19f 20, 21 ) 
relating to aims of education. On four of them ioa;}ority of 
teachers was found to have progressive view point. They believe 
that aims of educaticm should entail development of all powers 
and capacities of the child in a harmonious manner rather than 
development of only intellectual aspect of his personality? it 
should develop interests and character of the child and improve 
his practical and vocational efficiency as well as power of 
self expression. Furthermore its curricula should consist of 
a study of languages, social and natural sciences and mathematics 
and shotild include work experience and social service. Also, it 
should aim at developing wholesome personality of the child 
throL^h imparting knowledge duly correlated with handicrafts 
and technology baaed on child's social and physical environment. 
It would, thus, be said that secondary school teachers 
possess progressive view point in regard to aims of educaticm. 
Statements ( 30, 31» 32 ) were concerned with the role 
of interests and needs of the children. On one of the statemmits 
(32) the majority of secondary school teachers possess progre-
ssive view point. They are of the opinion that learning should 
be based on pupil's Interests if it is to be meaningful for 
them. On another item (31) in the group 62.4 percent of the 
total number of teachors possess traditional view point. On the 
8f) 
third stateinent (30) they are equally divided. The result; 
indicates that In regard to the role of intereets and needs 
of the pupils they were quite confused and hence expressed 
three different kinds of opinions regarding this aspect of 
education* 
Three statements ( 1, 2, 3 ) concerning the Idea of 
having specialist or general teachees in the secondary schools 
were part of the instrument* A huge Biajority of teachers holds 
prepress point of view in this regard* They subscribe to the 
view that the specialised sub;^ ect teacher system helps pupils 
in discovering their owi modes of social interaction and leads 
to the environment of their personalities! it enables the 
teachers to evolve a well coordinated course content and to 
relate the various stages of instruction in the subject to <»» 
another and give course contmit a broad and original treatnent 
to sustain the interests of the children in the sub;]ect* 
In the light of the above it may be concluded that the 
secondary school teachers hold progressive view point regarding 
this aspect of education* 
The questionnaire contained six statements ( 17» 18, 26, 
27, 2B, 29 ) relating to teacher *s role in curriculum planning. 
On four of these statements their responses revealed that they 
favour progressive dimension. They are of the opinion that 
•u 
olass work should be plaimed around the present experiences, 
problems and interests of the learners and that the teachers 
must possess enough freedom to modify thd courses of study 
as and when the need arises to do so* They do not agree with 
the opinion that the secoidary school teachers do not possess 
the expertise and are not competent enough to do so. 
It may be inferred from this result that the secondary 
school teachers are progressive in respect of teachers role 
in curriculum planning* 
There were three statements in the instrument regarding 
pupil control ( 23» 24, 25 ). On two of them ma;)orlty of 
secondary school teachers possess progressive point of view* 
They hold the view that discipline should be developed through 
positive measures if it is to be creative and think that self-
discipline is more desirable because it is accepted by the 
individual of his own free will* 
To suBusarise, it can be said that the secondary school 
teachers subscribe to the progressive idee of self discipline* 
Concerning streaming system in the school the tool containec 
two statements ( 22, 33 )* In this regard the school teachers 
are equally divided in their opinion* Nearly half of them 
support the contention that streaming system should not be 
introduced in the secondary schools at an early stage because 
* ; , > • ) 
it is harmful but the rest half are in favour of introducing 
the streaming system at an early stage* 
The result reveals that the secondary school teachers 
hold a divided opinicm in regard to the streaming system* 
Three ot the statements ( 12» 13» 3A ) included in the 
questionnaire are related to pupil nulti point entry system 
and promotion* Regarding pupil promotion the school teachers 
seem to be confused* On one statement (12) they are equally 
divided in their opinion* While on statement (13) ma;]ority 
of teachers hold progressive view point favouring the idea that 
pupils should be proB»ted on the basis of academic performance 
throughout the academic session* participation in co-<;urricular 
activities and their social behavl(»ir* As regards pupil multi 
point entry system which is a relatively new concept in Indian 
education they are again equally divided among themselves* 
Thus the evidence regarding the practice that should be 
followed in pupil pr(»ROtion goes to show that teachers have 
contradictory opinions* The redeeming feature in this regard^ 
however» is that as many of them possess progressive outlook 
as possess traditional outlocdc* No clear cut conclusion could 
therefore, be drawn about the educational view point of teachers 
in connection with pupil promoti<»i and multi point entry system* 
1,1 
As regards the parent participation in planning school 
prograiame the instrument contained three statements (14, 13» 
16)* Ma;}ority of teachers profess the idea that parents should 
be associated with tbe vork of planning the school progratmae. 
They are of the opinion that* thought the parents are laynan 
they can M associated with the work as resource persons. 
To suouBariset it can be said that iBa;}ority of school 
teachers are in favour of associating the parents in planning 
the school programae* 
The tool had three iteine ( 9> 10, 11 ) concerning the 
home assignment* The ma;)ority of the teachers possess progre* 
ssive view point in this regard believing that home asslgnmmfits 
are desirable for developing habit of IndeperKlent planning 
and study, engraining self reliance in pupils and keeping the 
parents appraised of their wards* academic achievements* 
It may be concluded that ma;}ority of the secondary school 
teachers possess progressive view point regarding the role of 
home assignment in education* 
The Instrument contained three statements ( 4, 5$ 6) 
concerning teachers* role in the administration of the school* 
On two of these statements majority of the teachers hold pro-
gresslve view point* They are of the opinion that teachers, 
in addition to their instructional duties, must shoulder 
^^ 1 
administrative responsibilities to get greater degree of 
Involvement in the Institution and to develop a feeling of 
recognitlcm* 
It i s thus found that the majority of the secondary 
school teachers hold progressive view point as regards teachers* 
active participation in the administrative work ot the school, 
11- Educational View Point of Contrasting Groups 
Further analysis of the data regarding educational view 
point was done In order to coopare the view point of various 
8Ub<-populati<ms of teachers classified according to sex, teachim 
subjects and experience as required to test the hypotheses 
6, 7 and 8 of the study* The tables of comparisions between 
contrasting grcmps and discussions on th«DD are given below* 
(Calculations of chl-square can be seen at appendix.•••••?.«) 
yA|BI^ > 4,6 
Freauencies of Mwi and women Teachers on Progressive and 
Traaitlonal DJynsions of Educational View Point Questlomaairt. 
and.Values of Chi*square ot)talned from their comparlsion* 
Male H» 70 \ _ Female W> 55 Quest- BProgre*lTradl-ovai.ue Jsig-jProgre-jTradimo- lvalue of 
ion No.fissive |t lonal|of Chllnlfl|88ive |nal |Chi-Square 
I I Isquareocanef 
fi I i ftlevel 
1 51 19 • 13.72 42 13 • 14.24 
2. 61 9 • 37.15 49 6 * 32.06 
3. 58 12 » 28.92 46 9 • 23.56 
"^  . ) 
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DiBCUsBlon: 
In the above Bunmary different areas of educatlcm are 
given in COIUBOI 1» total number of statements in the ques-
tionnaire pertaining to each educational area in COIUBSI 2, 
and number of those statements on which me;}ority of men and 
women teachers have been found progressive9 traditional and 
uncertain in coluoais 3$ ^» and 5 respectively. This arrangement 
has been adopted in the subsequent summaries relating to 
subject e\,n6 experience. A comparative study of the figures 
shows that atleast in six aspects of education namely aimst 
role of interests and needs of children^ specialist vs. general 
teacher, teachers* role in curriculum planning, parent parti-
cipatiMi and home assignment majority of men teachers have 
en 
progressive outlook/as many statements on which women teachers 
have progressive outloc^. 
Regarding traditional view point, also, there is almost 
complete agreement between men and women teachers in as many 
as seven areas which have eithsr no frequencies of statements 
in respect of both men and women or same frequencies of state* 
ments on which men and women teachers have traditi(mal vievf 
point. 
More or less same thing can be said about the coluim 
containing statements on which men and women teachers have been 
found to have divided opinion within each sex. 
< > 1 
The net result? that is thus available goes to show 
that men and women teachers do not differ on the basis of sex 
with regard to their educatlcmal view point* Stated differently 
sex of a teacher Is not found In the study to Influence his 
opinion reg€irdlng various Issues In education* 
The hypothesis six which postulated absence of sex dlffe* 
rence In educational view points of teachers thus stazids confir-
med* 
It would not be out of place to mention that this analysis 
also Incidently supports hypothesis five of the study which was 
tested In section (b*I) of this chapter* The distribution of 
statements on which men and women teachers have l^en found to 
have progressive» traditional or divided opinions as contained 
in the above suoraary shows that men and won^n teachers separate-
ly are prc^resslve on 20 and 21 out of 3A statem«it8 respective-
* 
ly* Only on 4 and 3 statements respectively they are traditional 
and on 10 each sex Is equally divided amongst Itself* This can 
be Interpreted to mean that on most aspects of education majority 
of men as well as women teachers have progressive outlook* 
Still one more Important Information Is obtainable from the 
above suimsary of results* An examination of mimber of statements 
on which teachers are progressive In each educational area shows 
that they have 100 percent progressive opinion regarding the 
need of parent participation in planning school programme, role 
of specialist teachers and of hone asBigniuent in developing self-
reliance in children* 
Regarding aims of education they have progressive view point 
on about 80 percent of the statements* 
The teachers appear to be most divided in their opinions 
about the aspects of pupil multi point entry system and streaming 
sy stem. 
The greatest dispersion of opinion raiding from progressive 
to uncertain category is in the areas of role of interests and 
needs of children in education, role of teachers in curriculum 
planning and concept of pupil control* 
TABXJ:-4,7 
Frequencies of Science and Arts Teachers on Progressive and 
^raaiiionai Dimensions of Educational Viev< point Questionnaire. 
and values of Chi«'Square Obtained from their comparision* 
Sub.aects 
sciince Teachers W»^ A |_ Arts Teachers H* 7b 
Q.No*|Progre-flTradi-ivaiue tsiglprogressiveSTraditionai lvalue of [ssive gtionaloof Chi< nl-jj { |Chi-Square 
liquare f i c i cani 
Ice Le-j veil ^ 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
A. 
5 . 
30 
3A 
35 
37 
34 
12 
10 
9 
7 
10 
• 8.2 
•12.02 
•14.2 
•19.11 
•12*02 
58 
71 
65 
58 
42 
18 
5 
11 
18 
34 
• 20*01 
* 55.59 
• 36.96 
« 20*01 
0.64 
H) 
TABLE«^*7 
1 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
1 0 . 
1 1 . 
1 2 . 
1 3 . 
1 4 . 
1 5 . 
1 6 . 
1 7 . 
1 8 . 
1 9 . 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
2 2 . 
2 3 . 
2 4 . 
25 . 
2 6 . 
2 7 . 
2 8 . 
2 9 . 
3 0 . 
3 1 . 
3 2 . 
3 3 . 
34 . 
1 ^ I 
28 
36 
43 
38 
30 
34 
22 
30 
35 
34 
36 
28 
28 
22 
35 
36. 
26 
26 
40 
5 
30 
31 
10 
10 
27 
20 
32 
24 
20 
3 
16 
8 
1 
8 
14 
10 
22 
14 
9 
10 
8 
16 
16 
22 
9 
8 
18 
18 
4 
39 
14 
13 
34 
34 
17 
24 
12 
20 
24 
1 
« 
•* 
« 
» 
« 
« 
« 
• 
« 
« 
• 
« 
• 
« 
« 
«-
« 
« 
" 1 
2.75 
16.56 
38.2 
16.56 
5.11 
12.02 
-
5.11 
14.2 
12.02 
16.56 
2.75 
2.75 
-
14.2 
16.56 
1.11 
1.11 
27.84 
24.75 
5.11 
6.56 
12.02 
12.02 
1.84 
0.2 
8 .2 
0 .2 
0 .2 
11 L 1 ^ i 
30 
69 
68 
64 
59 
63 
34 
52 
50 
57 
53 
46 
53 
26 
64 
59 
43 
47 
67 
16 
56 
49 
25 
18 
34 
28 
58 
40 
35 
I ' 
46 
7 
8 
12 
17 
13 
42 
24 
26 
19 
23 
30 
23 
50 
12 
17 
33 
29 
9 
60 
20 
27 
51 
58 
42 
48 
18 
36 
41 
1 ^ 
2.96 
•48.96 
*45.8 
•34.22 
*22.11 
*31.59 
0.64 
* 9.59 
* 6.96 
«18.01 
•11.06 
2.96 
•11.06 
• 6.96 
•34.22 
•22.11 
1.06 
3.8 
•42.75 
•24.32 
•16.11 
• 5.8 
• 8.22 
•20.01 
0.64 
• 4.75 
•20.01 
0.11 
0.32 
• Th« starred values of Chi-equare are significant at .05 or higher 
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DiscussionI 
A critical perusal of the figures in the above suanary 
reveals that in four si^eres of education concerning aims 
of education, specialist vs* general teachers» parents parti* 
eipati<m in planning school prograrane and hone assignment 
ma;)ority of science and arts teachers hold progressive viev> 
point as the number of progressive statements on which they 
indicate their preferences is the same for both the grouqps 
of teachers* 
There is similarity of views between science and arts 
teachers in eight areas as regards the traditional dimension 
In six areas both the groups have no statea^nt frequencies 
at all while in two areas namely teachers* role in currici4uB 
planning and pi;Q>il control their views are exactly similar* 
As the number of statements on which the science and 
Arts teachers hold divided opinion is nearly the same it mtiy 
be concluded that members of both the grm;^s of teachers ar# 
equally divided in respect of the same number of aspects of 
educatitm* 
To summarise, it can be said that the scioice and Arts 
teachers do not differ aBK>ngst themselves on the basis of 
sub;)ect8 they teach as regards their educational view point* 
Thus in this study sub;}ects tai^ht by the teachers do not 
appear to influence their ideas concerning various aspects of 
educati<m* 
na 
ThuSf hypotheaia Mrven assert lug that there Is no 
difference in the educational view points of teachers on 
the basis of subjects taught by then is found true. 
The above suranary of the results indicates that out 
of 34 statements science and Arts teachers hold progressive 
opinion on 20 and 19 statements respectively, science teachers 
on 3 steteeents and Arts teachers cm 5 statements favour 
traditicmal dinensiont while on 11 and 9 statements science 
and Arts teachers respectively have divided opinion. In the 
light of the above figures conclusion nay be drawn that on 
most educational issues the majority of science and Arts 
teachers hold pr<^res8ive view point. 
Analysis of figures in colUBons 1 and 2 of the suaoary 
reveals that both the groups of teachers hold 100 percent 
havin:' 
progressive view point concerning the advisability of/specie* 
list teacherst need of parent participation in planning school 
programme and utility of home assigniaent. 
On 60 percent stateirants regarding aims of education 
teachers of both the groiQ>s hold progressive views. 
As regards the streaming system and pupil multi point 
entry system and promoti^a the teachers mostly hold divided 
opini<m. 
concerning the aspects of teachers* role in curriculum 
planning and pupil control there has been ftund the greatest 
'^I 
dlspcrslcm of views* 
TABLE" A.8 
f r»qu«nclgs of T»ftcfaTa^wi.th 1 to 5 Years and 15 and Abov aars of fekpariiaitica'" on 
Of Educat 
Squara dota! 
Ai^':4i^?-y-K'^»-W!.»f7T'H?T=:TP»»7£; 
Questi 
^Maparia 
onnaxra 
rieion» 
irtt and Vaiuaa ox 
1-5 Yaara 
Q.No,iProgr«« 
Isslva 
JE3EIZZZZDL--. 
Tradl«|Valua iSlgOProgra-
p|ii<,i.iii —iona; 
Traoixio-
tlonal ofChl-lniflsalva nal 
gquaraflcai 
leval y 
Valua of 
Chl-Squara 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 , 
5. 
6 , 
7 . 
8 . 
9 , 
10, 
1 1 . 
12. 
13. 
1A. 
15. 
26 
31 
32 
31 
27 
20 
28 
34 
29 
27 
29 
13 
2A 
27 
24 
10 
5 
4 
5 
9 
16 
6 
2 
7 
9 
7 
23 
12 
9 
12 
• 6.15 
•17.36 
•20.25 
•17.36 
* 8.07 
0.25 
•10.02 
•26.69 
•12.25 
• 8.07 
•12.25 
2.25 
3.36 
• 8.02 
3.36 
30 
37 
35 
33 
26 
21 
39 
38 
35 
36 
34 
24 
27 
28 
31 
12 
5 
7 
9 
16 
21 
3 
4 
7 
6 
6 
18 
15 
14 
11 
• 6.88 
• 11.52 
• 17.35 
• 12.59 
1.92 
0.02 
* 29.16 
• 25.92 
• 17.35 
* 20.02 
« 14,88 
0.59 
2.88 
• 4.02 
• 8.59 
Hf) 
TABLE«-4«8 
1 
16. 
17 . 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
2 1 . 
22 . 
23 . 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30 . 
3 1 . 
32 . 
33 . 
34. 
1 ^ 1 
24 
20 
24 
12 
31 
27 
16 
21 
31 
6 
25 
22 
13 
10 
17 
13 
26 
25 
15 
I ' 
12 
16 
12 
24 
5 
9 
20 
15 
5 
30 
11 
14 
23 
26 
19 
23 
10 
11 
21 
! 
« 
« 
• 
* 
« 
» 
« 
« 
* 1 
3.36 
0.25 
3.36 
3.36 
17.36 
8.02 
0.25 
0.69 
17.36 
14.69 
4.69 
1.36 
2.25 
6.25 
0.07 
2.25 
6.25 
4.69 
0.69 
h ! 
30 
23 
29 
16 
33 
34 
30 
26 
39 
to 
34 
29 
8 
6 
20 
14 
32 
23 
18 
6 
12 
19 
13 
26 
9 
8 
12 
16 
3 
32 
8 
13 
34 
36 
22 
2B 
10 
19 
24 
1 ^  
» 6.88 
0.21 
* 5.35 
1.92 
* 12.59 
• 14.88 
• 6.88 
1.92 
* 29.16 
• 10.5 
« 14.88 
• 5.35 
• 14.88 
• 20.02 
0.02 
* 4.02 
• 10.5 
0.21 
0.59 
• The starred values of Chi-square are aieniXleant at .05 or 
higher l e v e l s . 
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A peruaal of the number of statements on which the two 
extreae sroupa o£ teachers classified on the basis of ea^eri-
ence are progressive or traditional or uncertain shows that 
teachers having an experience of 5 years or less are progressive 
on 50 percent of statements whereas teachers having an experi* 
ence of 13 years or more are progressive on roughly 60 percent 
of the statements* On the face of it this would be interpreted 
to mean that older teachers possess somewhat more progressive 
outlook than the new entrants* However* the actual thing is 
that fresh teachers are comparatively less able to decide 
whether they prefer progressininn or traditional aims and 
practices as is clear from the fact the they are equally divided 
among themselves on about 45 percent or 15 of the statements* 
A further comparative study of the issue in hand in respect of 
individual areas shows that both groups have equal degree of 
progressive views with regard to aimst role of interests and 
needs of children* advisibility of having specialist teachers* 
pupil control, streaming system and utility of home assignments* 
However, freshers are found to possess more conservative views 
than the more experienced teachers regarding role of teachers 
in curriculum planning and parent participation and more progre-
ssive views than experienced teachers in the areas of teachers* 
role in school administration* 
U'> 
It l0 also evidenced that freshera are nore divided anong 
themselves In their opinion than the experl^iced teachers. 
On 15 statements of the questionnaire nearly half of them have 
progresalve views and an eqiial number traditional views. As 
against this experienced teachers show this tendency only In 
regard to 10 statements* 
It may be Interesting to note that freshers are tradi-
tional on only 2 statements, wherdas, more experienced teachers 
are so on A* 
These results lead to the conclusion that in comparision 
to more experienced teachers fresh entrants suffer more from 
a state of uncertainty regarding their choice of traditional 
vs. progressive alms» policies^ issues and practices in educa-
tion. They do not seem to have made the final choice. 
In the light of the findings hypothesis eight of the study 
which contemplated absence of any aignlflcant difference in 
educational view point on the basis of experience is only 
partially confirmed with the difference existing between the 
two groups quite mailcedly on the dimension of divided opinion. 
section (c) Relationship Between Attitudee and Educational 
Vliw i'oints. 
In order to fiad ourt; whether or not attitudes of secondary 
school teachers towexxis their ;5ob are related to their educa-
tional view points • first the sample was divided In two groups -
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pr<^r«88iv« and traditional* on the basis of teachers* doninent 
preferences for progressive or traditicmal dimensions of educa-
tional view point questionnaire as explained in the chapter of 
methodology ( Chapter-Ill). Then the mesne of attitude scores 
of the two groups were found out and compared through *t* test 
for significance of differince at appropriate degrees of freedom. 
This analysis was done in respect of the total ;}ob situation as 
well as in respect of each aspect of the job. The results of the 
analysis are given belowt-
TABI£-4.9 
CoBParision of Teachers of Progressive and Traditional View Points 
on Tneir Attitudes towarait the Total gob situation ana Towarae its 
Various Aspects 
FP77 J R=5r-
Progressive Tea-jTraditional 
Shera {Teachers ean of i „» Intfan ok 
In i f i -
cance 
Job Dimensicms 
iBXi x 
[attitude 
Scores 
SD Attitude 
Scores ] 
SD 
1. Total Job situa-
tion 132.94 
2. General Education 41.42 
3. Economic and Psycho-
logical Rewards 26.83 
4. work Activities 20.36 
3. Teacher Pupil rela-
tionship 23.28 
6. Principals functio-
ning style 17.5 
16.54 138.5 13.84 2.04 .05 
7.28 42.37 8.4 0.65 NS 
4.91 29.6 4.05 0.95 NS 
3.56 21.83 2.82 2.62 .01 
3.62 20.91 4.01 3.33 .01 
4.21 19.5 3.95 2.7 .01 
d.f. " 123j for significance t value required at .05 level • 
1.96 and at .01 level » 2.58. 
( • i f ) 
Ditciiaaioat 
Tho pietur« that eaicrges fron the results contained in 
table-4.9 ( A visual evidemje of which is provided in graphs 
4»9 (a) and 4.9 (b) is non-the-less revealing though not 
surprising* First it is noted that the t value found by 
conparision of oseans of total attitude scores of progressive 
and traditional teachers which are 132.94 and 136.50 res-
pectively comes to be 2.04 which is significant at .05 level 
with 123 d.f. The difference is clearly in favour of the 
teachers having traditional view point. It would be inter-
preted to Bean that attitude of traditional teachers is more 
favourable than that of progressive teachers towards the 
total situation of the Job of teaching. 
Dimension wise analysis of the attitudes of the two 
groups brought out the following results:-
General Evaluati<mi 
The general evaluative asp^t of teaching Job consisted 
of questions pertaining to the value of the profession for 
the individual and the society and its significance in terms 
of nobleness of its aims. The means of the attitude scores 
of the two groups on this aspect were 41.42 for the progresslv 
group and 42.37 for the traditional grouqp. "nie t value obtained 
by their conparision was found to be 0.65 which was far below 
the required value to make the difference of the two means 
significant. 
ini 
It is not an unexpected result in view ot the fact that 
teaching profession as such is universably recognised as a 
noble and man making endeavour* No wonder, therefore, if 
both progressive as well as traditional teachers are found 
to possess similar attitude towards this aspect of the Job* 
Economic and Psychological Rewards» 
The means of attitude scores of progressive and traditi-
onal groups in this area are respectively 26*63 and 29*60 
which when tested for significance of their difference yielded 
a n(m-significant t value of 0*95 showing thereby that the 
attitudes of progressive and traditional teachers towards 
economic and psychological rewards obtainable in teaching 
profession do not differ* 
This finding of the study is also as it was expected to 
be* None would dispute the fact that teacher enjoys a very 
warm and regardful position in society which recc^nises him 
as a shaper of the destiny of their children* These sentiments 
for teachers have been engrained in the social mind and 
inherited by Indian society from its ancestors* References 
are not lackii^ in ancient Indian scriptures to the effect 
that teacher was likened to God* Need for recognition is a 
very strong human motive irrespective of the fact whether a 
person has progressive or traditional view point* Still other 
important need which obliterates the ideological differences 
is econonic. Both the progressive and traditional teachers are 
likely to be equally satisfied or dissatisfied in regard to 
economic rewards like psychological rewards so long as they 
get equal aiaount of salaries because ideology does not mini» 
mise bare economic needs* 
Under these conditions one should not feel surprised 
if no difference has been found in the attitude of teachers 
holding progressive point view and those holding traditional 
view point towards psychological and economic rewards in 
teaching* 
work Activities 8 
The means of attitude scores of the progressive and tra-
ditional groups are respectively 20*36 and 21.83* The test 
of s^jgnificance of their difference yielded a t value of 2*62 
which v^ as found statistically significant at *01 level* The 
size of the traditional groi;q;>'s mean is greater than that of 
the progressive group's mean which indicates that the attitude 
of the fonaer grov^ is more favourable towards work activities 
as they are practised in contemporary schools than the attitude 
of progressive teachers* 
Why traditional teachers feel more satisfied with the 
current practices, methods, and activities than progressive 
':i 
teachers calls for sone explanation. A quite plausible expla-
nation of this phenonenon is that despite tall talk of aiMl 
much lip service to progressivism in education secondary 
schools have by and large retained their traditional character. 
Indian secondary schools are no less ardent supporters 
of status quo* Any cme familiar with their working will vouch" 
safe the fact that teachers have little freedom to introduce 
new ideas BOA innovative practices. They can not ev«a adopt 
techniques and nethods that create interest in piq;>il8 and 
motivate them to actively participate in teaching learning 
process* nor can they modify any aspect of rigid arui out dated 
.ID 
ciurriculum which has/each case to be taught within prescribed 
time limit. Non-changers, of coursot find these conditions (^t( 
agreeable and react favourably when asked to express their 
opinion regarding them. However* these current practices, poli-
cies and emphases cause annoyance to the progressive teachers 
who partake in them only unwillingly. The finding arrived at 
in this study is thus understandable and causes no surprise. 
Teacher Pupil Relationship! 
On this aspect of the ^ob the means of attitude scores of 
progressive and traditional tecMshers are found to differ 
significantly* the direction of difference being in favour of 
progressive teachers. The respective means of the two groiqps 
101 
aret progressive 23«82» traditional 20*91 • When these iceans 
were tested for significance of difference the *t* value cone 
to be 3*73« A reference to t table showed it was highly signi-
ficant meaning thereby that the two means belong to samples 
drsnm from two different populations. 
The progressive teachers feel more satisfied with their 
relationship with pitpils than traditional teachers is a s^ o^sl* 
ble finding of the study. Among all aspects of education* it 
is in this area that a teacher enjoys full freedom to isiplement 
his own ideolc^y. A progressive type of pupil control behavicmr 
is warm* democratic» trustful, cordial and permissive in which 
there is free flow of two-way coamiunicaticm between the teacher 
and the piqpils. The position of teacher in progressive type 
of relati(Hi8hip is that of friend* philosopher and guide \A^o 
acts as director and coordinator of pupil activities with 
mininuB quanttm of interference and coercion. As against it* 
the traditicmal concept of teacher pupil relationship is based 
on rigid and authoritarian control over pupils who are consi-
dered as inherently evil* untrustworthy* iimnoral and incapable 
of self-discipline. Under this type of pupil teacher relation-
ship teacher c4nsiders pupils' dissmit as personal affront* 
maintains psychological distance from them* is intolerant of 
criticism and has an utter disr^ard for pupils* ideas and 
emotions. 
It c ^ well bft imagined that traditicmal teachers should 
not feel so comfortable in their relationship with the pupils 
as should the progressive teachers because of the constraints 
and tensions inherent in former's approach to the problems 
of discipline. When seen in the light of this discussion* the 
findings of the study which revealed that attitude of progressiv 
teachers is more favourable in the area of teacher pupil 
relationship than that of traditional teachers appears to be 
correct and depmdable* 
Principals* Functioning Stylei 
The means of the attitude scores of the teachers holding 
progressive and traditional view points were respectively 17»50 
and 19»50, Their coi^arision through 't' test yielded a 't» 
value of 2*70 which was fovavi statistically significant at .01 
level. This goes to show that traditional teachers are more 
satisfied with the style of functioning of school principals 
than their counterparts holding progressive view points* 
has 
The resxilt; /to be considered in the light of the role 
expectations of the principals of secondary schools* In the 
present system of education prim;ipals* effectiveness is 
evaluated by higher authorities cmly and only in terms of the 
pass percentages of the pupils of their schools in different 
subjects* Analyses of question papers set in examinations 
conducted by various Boards of Secondary Fducation by N*C*E.R*T. 
i ' 'h 
and other agencies azoply prove that these papers test mainly 
one oh;}ectivet that is recall or reproduction ability of the 
students* Since evaluation determines the methods of teaching 
and learning to a greater extent the principals want their 
teachers to emphasise memorisation of the ccmtent matter 
of various 8ub;)ect8 by the students. Innovative ideas and 
practices and other progressive measures which emphasise use 
of higher wad more complex cognitive abilities and attitu* 
dinal azid appllcational skills are shunned at as mere frills 
and fads. Under such conditions traditlcmal teachers feel 
comfortable but those holding progressive view point find it 
pretty difficult to establish cordial and smooth relatlcmshf]^ 
with the principals. They develop a negative or at leastt 
less favourable attitude towards the style of functioning of 
the principals. This is probably the reason why in this study 
progressive teachers have been found to have a less liking 
than traditional teachers for the principals* functioning 
style. 
To summarlset the comparision of attitudes of progressive 
and traditional teachers on total job situation and on its 
various aspects it has been found in this study that the two 
groups do not dllfer among themselves in regard to general 
evaluation in terms of goodness or badness of the ;)ob and also 
in regard to tmononlc and psychological rewards provided by 
this Job* However* the two groups significantly differ froic 
each other in regard to their attitude towards the total Job 
situation on which progressive teachers are found less satisfied 
than traditional teachers» work activities and principals' 
functioning style on which dimensions too the former group is 
found to possess less favourable attitude than the latter 
group and on teacher pupil relationship dimension where progre-
ssive teachers are found to feel more satisfied than traditional 
teachers. These findings ere, thoiagh, quite revealing but in 
no way beyond expectation because rational explanation as given 
earlier is available in their support. 
The hypothesis 10 of the study which postulated absence 
of any significant difference in the attitudes of progressive 
and traditi^aal teachers towards thd Job is* thus* only partlall^ i 
confirmed. It is found true in regard to two dimensions namely 
eoonomic and psychological rev^erds find general evaluation 
dimension and untenable in regard to other four dimensions namel> 
total Job situation, work activities, teacher pupil relationship 
and principals' functioning styles* 
On the basis of this evidence it could be inferred that 
educational view point of teachers influences his attitude 
towards some aspects and does not influence some aspects of the 
Job* 
CHAPTEIx- V 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
— — mimmEARCH ^ — ^ 
H 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOH FURTHEP RESIIAF^ CH 
In the previous chapter the empirical data» gathered 
to find answers to the research questions raised in the study, 
was put to various kinds of analyses* The findings arrived 
at as a result of the analyses were appropriately interpreted 
and necessary conclusions drawn* 
The results are presented in suiunary form in the present 
chapter* Besides this, the present chapter is also devoted 
to a statement of sampling and methodological limitations of 
the study and sug; estions for further research in the area* 
Section (a) Results of Analysis of Teachers' Attitude Towards 
Teaching Profession* 
1* The attitude of an average secondary school teacher 
was found sllghtl)F positive towards teaching profession* Nearly 
81.6 percent of the teachers were found to belong to slightly 
favourable category of attitude contimium* 
2* When attitudes of men and woaen teachers were compared 
it was revealed that women and men teachers significantly 
differ between themselves and the direction of difference was 
in favour of women teachers* This, it wes concluded that women 
teachers possess more positive attitudes towards their ^ob 
than Dien teachers* 
J •';) 
3» A comparislon of attitude scores of teachers on the 
basis of years of experience in teaching showed that there 
was no significant difference in the mean attitude scores of 
freshers (1-5 years experience) and more experienced (15 
years or more years experience) teachers meaning thereby 
that experience does not differentiate teachers in respect 
of their attitudes towards the teaching profession. 
It was, however, noteworthy that teachers having an 
experience of 1-5 years showed a slight trend to possess more 
favourable attitude (mean 136.91) than teachers having an 
experience of 15 years or more (mean 132v8), 
A, Fubjects taught by the teachers were not found to 
Influence teachers* attitudes. The difference in the mean 
attitude scores of science and arts teachers was quite negli-
gible and statistically non-significant* 
Section (b) I. Analysis of Teachers* Educational View Point* 
When educational view points teachers were analysed on 
progressive and traditional dimens^ ions it was revealed that 
there was significant difference in progressive and traditional 
frequencies of responses* C» 28 out of 3A statements 23 
preferences were in favour of progressive dimension and 5 in 
favour of traditional diraensicMn* The conclusicm drawn was that 
I HI 
on ma;}ority of ediKsational issuest practices and policies 
teachers have progressive outlook* 
2. On analysis of the data for each individual aspect 
of education the following results were obtained* 
«) Aims of Educationt 
Out of 5 statements relating to this aspect on U ma^ Jority 
of teachers was found to have progressive view point* They 
believe that aims of educati(»i should entail development of 
a 
all powers and capacities of the child in/liarroonious manner 
rether than develc^ment of only intellectual aspect of his 
personality* 
b) Role of Interest and Needs of Children? 
On three statements regarding this aspect of education 
the teachers expressed three different kinds of opinions* Henci 
they seem to be quite confused in this regard • No definite 
conclusion could be drawn regarding teachers view point about 
role of interest and needs of children in their education* As 
would be stated in item (d) next teachers recognise the role 
of pupils' interests experiences and problems in planning 
curriculum* Thus there appears to be some contradiction in 
their view on this issue* 
c) Specialist Vs» General T#achert 
On this issue majority of teachers hold progressive 
opinion and support the view that specialised subject t#acher 
1 ! ! 
renders help to the children In discovering their own modes 
of social interaction and leads to the environment of their 
personalities* 
d) Role of Teachers in Curriculum Planningi 
Out of 6 stateajents on concerning the role of teachers 
in curriculiun planning the teachers favour the progressive 
view on A. They hold the view that class work should be planned 
around the present experiences, interests, and problems of 
children and that the teacher must be granted enough freed<MB 
to modify courses if the situation warranted it. 
e) Pupil Controlt 
Majority of teachers subscribed to the progressive 
view that discipline should be developed through positive 
measures and that self-discipline was more desirable because 
pupils accept it of their own free will. 
f) Streaming Systent 
Regarding this aspect of education the teachers were 
found equally divided in their opinion amongst themselves. 
Hence, it could not be possible to draw any definite conclusion 
in regard to this issue. 
g) Pupil l^ ulti-Point Entry System and Prwaotion: 
The evidence relating to these issues shows that 
teachers hold contradictory opinions in this regard. Hence, no 
] I 
clear cut conclueiin could be dra%m about the educational view 
point of teachers regarding this aspect of education. 
h) Parent Participation in Planning School Prograaatet 
Majority ot school teachers hold progresBive opinion 
regarding this problem* They were found to believe that parents 
must be associated with the work of planning school programme. 
i) Home Aaaijgnment? 
On all the three items concerning home assignment the 
responses of majority of teachers were progressive. They suppo-
rted the role that home assignment played in education and were 
found to believe that it develops habit of independent planning 
and study and engrains self-reliance in children. 
J) Teachers' Role in Adminiatrationt 
(nit of three on two statements regarding this aspect 
teachers hold progressive view point. They believe that in 
addition to instructional duties the teachers must shmjlder 
administrative responsibilities to get greater degree of 
involvercent In the institution. 
TI. Analysis of Education View Points of Contrasting 
Groupa 
1. Men and women teachers do not differ on the basis 
of sex with regard to their educational view point. Analysis 
reveals that out of ten at least on six aspects of education 
namely aims* role of Interests and needs of children, role 
of specialist subject teachers, teachers' role in curriculum 
planning, parent participation and home assigiment the tec^ chers 
of both the sexes are progressive. 
2, In their educational view points science and arts 
teachers do not differ amongst themselves on the basis of 
subjects taught by then* On 20 and 19 statements respectively 
both of them are progressive, on 3 and 5 statements traditional 
and on 11 and 9 statements respectively they hold divided 
opinion. 
3. The analysis of the data reveals that in comparision 
to more experienced teachers (15 years and above ) the freshers 
( 1 - 5 years of experience ) suffer more from a state of 
uncertainty regarding their choice of progressive or tradi-
tional dimensions of aims, policies and issues concerning 
education. The freshers and experienced teachers hold divided 
opinions on 15 and 10 statements respectively. It will not be 
out of place to mention that new entrants are progressive on 
50 percent and experienced teachers on 60 percent statements. 
(c) Relationship Between Attitudes and Educati<mal View 
l^ oints Of Teachers 
Comparision of teachers of progressive and traditional 
view points on their attitude towards teaching profession as 
a whole and towards its various aspects resulted in the 
following conclusions:-
1 M 
a) Total Job Situation; 
The means of total attitude scores of prc^ressive 
and traditional teachers being 132-94 and 138-50 respectively 
with t value of 2.0A show that the two groups significantly 
differ in their attitude towards the total ^ob situation. The 
difference is in favour of traditional teachers meaning thereby 
that they possess more favourable attitude than the progressive 
ones towards total job situation* 
b) General Evaluation: 
Thd statements in this section were related to social 
value, altruistic nature and man making character of teaching 
profession. The progressive and traditional teachers do not 
differ in their attitudes regarding this aspectt their means 
being 41.42 and 42.37 respectively and the t value being 0.65 
which is insignificant even at .05 level* 
c) I;:conoaic and Psychological F^ ewards: 
Progressive and traditional teachers have no difference 
of opinion conceniog this aspect of teaching profession. The 
means of attitude scores of the two groups are respectively 
26.63 and 29.60 and the t value is 0.95 which is insignificant 
at .05 level»= 
d) v/ork Activity: 
In this area the memis of attitude scores of progressive 
and traditloinal teachers are 20.36 and 21.83 respectively. 
1 i : , 
The test of significance ot their difference yielded a t 
value of 2*62 which was found significant at ,01 level• 
Traditional group's mean being higher than that of progressive 
group, conclusion has been drawn that the former group holds 
more favourable attitude towards this aspect than the latter. 
o) Teacher Pupil Relationship: 
On this aspect of the profession the means of attitude 
scores of progressive and traditional teachers differ signifi-
cantly and the direction of difference is in favour of pro-
gressive teachers meaning thereby that pr<^ressive teachers 
feel more satisfied with their relationship with the pupils 
than the traditi<mal <mes« The respective means of progressive 
and traditional teachers are 23«62 and 20,91 • v;hen tested for 
significance t value came to be 3»73 which is significant at 
•01 level. 
f) Principals' FimctlonlngStyle 
In this area the means of attitude scores of progreFsive 
and traditional teachers are 17.50 and 19.50 respectively. 
The t value was found to be 2.70 which is significant at .01 
level. The conclusion that was drawn shows that traditional 
teachers are more satisfied with Principals' style of funct-
ioning than the progressive teachers. 
1 U] 
Limitat ions of the Study: 
The r e s u l t s t h a t grew out of the present study are 
circumscribed by several l imitat icms* Consequently* the study 
should e s s e n t i a l l y be considered as exploratory in nature 
with l i t t l e claim about g e n e r a l i s a b i l i t y of i t s findings to 
a wider population of secondary school t eachers . The reas<»i 
a re obvious• F i r s t , the s ize of the sample was not as large 
as was intended by the inves t iga to r owing t o d i f f i c u l t i e s tha t 
were encountered by the study, Hesearch of t h i s type depends 
l a rge ly on voluntary cooperation of the schools and t h e i r 
t e a c h e r s . The experience of the inves t iga to r was none too 
p leasant in finding schools and teacher who VN^ ould wil l ingly 
p a r t i c i p a t e in the study. Each s i r g l e teacher had to be 
approached personally and requested to furnish da ta . Under such 
circumstances i t was not poss ib le t o adopt random saspling 
procedure nor to form a represen ta t ive sample. The findings 
of the study are therefore , appl icable t o the population of 
secondary school teachers t h a t would be s t r i c t l y s imilar in 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s t o the teachers sampled for t h i s research. 
The too l s used for gathering empirical da ta , specia l ly 
' Iduca t lona l View Point questionnaire» contained statements 
which being in English language were not properly understood 
by some of the respondents, t hus , encmiraglng some amount of 
I 1 
guessing• This must have affected the score reliability and 
validity by adding to it error variance which was not controlled 
and checked* 
statistical technique mainly used for analysis of the 
data was chi-square which being n<m»pararoetrlc statistic is 
not as strong and exact a test as parametric methods. Though 
Yates' correction formula for continuity of distribution 
which is recoiranended when df. is one and expected frequencies 
in any cell are less than 3 was used, still the results obtained 
should be considered only approximations and not exact. 
Lastly, the inferences regarding differences or relation-
ships that have been drawn are in terms of frequencies for 
vaiMous contrasting groups of teachers. Hence, actuarial 
applications of these conclusions are recommended. Like all 
such findings in the area of human behaviour the findings of 
this study can not be used with any great amount of confidence 
for prediction of behaviour of individual teachers. 
Notwithstanding the above mentioned weaknesses of the 
study it may be stated that an honest attempt was made by this 
investigator to make a sincere and truthful study of two 
important teacher characteristics, namely attitudes and educa-
tional view points and their n«itual relationship. The results 
« -1 
arrived at by this study are mostly cwiflrmatory to the results 
of slmiler other studies which shows thet they have not been 
vitiated by limitations of the study. 
Problems of Further Research In the Area of Teacher Character* 
Istlcs 
While the present study was In progress some problems 
which are Intimately related to the area of research cropped 
up. Those problems are given below with the belief that a 
systematic study of them will go a long way In deepening current 
Insight Into the area of teacher characteristics, specially 
attitudes and educatlcmal view points and help In further 
of 
development/theoretical and conceptual bases of teacher effect-
iveness. 
1* i& study of attitudes and cKiucatlonal view points of 
teachers In relation to their social clasSf economic status 
and home background* 
2. A study of Influence of values, needs and general 
adjustment of teachers on their attitudes towards their Job 
and their opinions regarding educational Issues, 
3. A comparative study of primary and secondary school 
teachers In regard to their work attitudes and educational 
beliefs. 
1 : : i 
4. A comparative study of attitudes and educational view 
points held by teachers of tribal conanunlties, scheduled castes 
and upper castes* 
5. A factorial study of ^ob attitudes and educational view 
points of teachers of seccmdary schools* 
6* An investigation of the effect of pupils* residence 
(urban - rural) on the attitudes of their teachers* 
7* A study of factors related to change in teacher attitude; 
of 
during the period/his training as teacher* 
8* An investigation into the effect of various theory 
courses of teacher education on the attitudes and educational 
of 
view point/pupil teachers* 
9* An experimental study of the effect of feed back on the 
development of favourable attitudes in teachers under training 
towards various aspects of teaching Job* 
10*An experimental study of change in pupil control beha* 
viour of student teachers through sessions of micro teaching 
of humanistic skills. 
11*An empirical study of the Influence of a teacher's 
political Ideology on his attitude towards teaching profession* 
12*A comparative study of the attitudes of teachers of 
public and non-public schools i*e* of teachers working in 
i ^ 
schools for children of elites and of those working in 
schools for children of coouBon people* 
13- A study of effect of teacher attitudes on their 
pupils* interest and preference in the subject taught by 
the teacher, 
14, An investigation into the role of pupil control 
ideology of the teacher in pupils' alienation from school. 
Methodology of Educational Research. New York:Appleton -
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APPENDIX-A 
ATTITUDE TOWARDS TEACHING SCALE 
M,R. VERMA 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATICa*, ALIOARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY 
ALIGARH. 
DIRECTIONSt 
The scale eontaina hO statements of attitudes towards tiachlng 
profession* With some of them you will agree and %fit^  others you 
will disagree* Your degree of agreement or disagreement may also 
differ from statement to statement* 
Kindly indicate your opinion about each statem^it by putting 
a tick in any one of the 5 columns against the given statement in 
the following manner. 
1* In the column " Strongly agree "if you agree with the 
statement strongly 
2* In the coluim ** Agree **if you ;}U8t agree Mith the statemen 
3« In the column ** Undecided "if you are unable to make 
up your opinion about the 8tatem«at* 
4. In the column " Disagree «if you Just disagree with the 
statement* 
3* In the column " Strongly disagree "if you disagree with 
the statement strongly* 
The soundness of this research tool is to be determined by 
the validity of your responses. We therefore, request you to give 
your trxit feelings about each statement and oblige* 
THmKS 
BEFORE STARTING THE WORK PLEASE FIIX IN THE 
FOLLOWING. 
Namet School i^  
QualifIcatiwis t 
Experiencei Yearss Months t 
Classes with subjects tought: 
_ _ _ istron-iAgrw iuiui«- ID1»- istrongiy 
STATEMENT i^j^y j fcld«d fagrM |Di8«gr«« 
msssL 
1* For a |ood teacher 
studenxB create no 
problem of dlaclpline 
2. If teachers are given 
a fresh opportunity 
to choose career, 
they will again cho-
ose teaching* 
3* There are no oppor-
tunities of further 
advancement in tea-
ching* 
A« Teachers en;)oy much 
f reedc«B in planning 
and doing their work* 
5* No profession is ss 
good as tl;eaching* 
6* Teaching in schools 
is some what boring 
because the teacher 
has to do the saoMi 
activities over and 
over again* 
7* There is much secu-
rity of service in 
teaching profession* 
8. The ;Job of a teacher 
is tree frtm a strict 
oppressive supervision. 
9* The teaching profession 
attracts «a the third 
rate persons. 
10* The paid long vacations 
in teaching is a matter 
of such satisfaction* 
1 
11, By naturt sehooX child-
ren are tremble some 
creatures. 
12« The perscnns who govern 
the affairs of the school 
generally follow such 
policies as are harmful 
for teachers* 
13• Every day spent in tea* 
ching is a day spent in 
the service of nation* 
14* The teachers are not given 
due respect by the so-
ciety* 
15* The variety of activities 
that a teacher does in the 
school nake his work inte-
resting* 
16* Dealing with children and 
their problems is aounplea-
sent pert of teachers' 
work* 
17* Teachers like their ^ob 
because it gives then an 
opportunity of making future 
citizens* 
18. The heads of schools generally 
act like autoerats and dic-
tators* 
19* I wish tiachers had no corr-
ection work to do* 
20, Poor salary can not destroy 
the charm of teaching* 
21. Teachers work is generally 
fairly and impartially J^ud-
ged by the school authorities 
22* The econ<»Bic conditicnn of 
teachers creates disliking 
for teaching profession 
I -I n 
» M ^ » ^ 1 ^ » 
23* The prestige of teaching 
profession is steadily 
increasing* 
24. Teachers these days do 
not get good students 
23* Teaching consists of 
intellectually stii&u* 
lating activities* 
26* Teaching profession is 
not suitable for the kind 
of person I aa* 
27* Teacher*s salary is low, 
but it is more than con* 
penseted by the noble-
ness of the professicm* 
26* Head isasters generally 
treat teachers and other 
school eoiployees as 
their personal servants* 
29* Teachers feel usually 
satisfied with th4 economic 
return of their Job. 
30* Teaching is a likeable pro« 
fession because it affords 
the opportunity of self 
expression and creativity* 
31* Kindly and linient treat-
ment by the teachers spoils 
his studmits* 
32* The Heads of the schools seem 
to believe in the policy of 
'divide and rule*. 
33. Keeping students under control 
Is a great head-ache for the 
teacher. 
34* Society appreciates the tea-
cher and looks upon him with 
regard and respect* 
I M M M ^ ! 
33* One finds ooop«ratlv« 
and considerate collegues 
In teaching profesalcm, 
36* One's talents and abili-
ties find full expre-
ssion in teaching profe-
ssion. 
37* Teachers should not en-
caurage th#lr students 
to come closer to and 
^e frank with then. 
38* Teaching young children 
gives anicn spiritual sa-
tisfaction. 
39* I rate teaching quite 
high in the heirarchy of 
professions* 
40* I dislike teaching because 
there is too nuch speaking 
in it. 
APPENDIX»B 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIOM 
ALICARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY 
ALIGARH> 
Dear Sir, 
re 
This questiorinai/contains aome stateaenta on seoomary 
school teachers educational view point* Each itea contains 
two stateiaenta. you have to choose one statemcoit fron each pair* 
Kindly indicate your option by putting a tick ( J ) mark 
in the place holder against the statement of your choice. 
The utility ot this research tool is to be determined 
by the validity of your responses* I, therefore, request you 
to give your true feelings about each statement* 
Your opinion will be kept confidential and used for 
research only* 
THANKS 
N.B*: Before starting the work, please fill in the following:-
Names Sex: 
School I Qualifications:, 
Experience: 
Years: Months:_ 
Classes with 8ub;)ects taught: 
M<mthly income: 
TEACHERS* EDUCATIONAL VIEV POINT INVENTORY 
A.S« SHARIQUE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH. 
Qu»stlon8 i 
1, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT I 
( ) In 8p«clali8ed sub^Jeet teach«r systwD contact 
with 8«v«ral teachsra halps pupils in diacovtring 
their own modes of social interaction leading 
to enrictiment of their personalities* 
( ) Same teacher for several sub;}ect8 can have comp-
rehensive knowledge of various aspects of persona-
lities of his pupils and thus gain better insight 
and assist their all round development on right 
lines* 
2. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT: 
( ) The specialist is able to plan the contents of his 
subject into a well coordinated course of study and 
to relate the various stages of instruction in that 
subject to one another. 
( ) In the system of same teacher for several subjects 
one sideness, undue eoqphasis on any one subject at 
the cost of others and conqpartraentalization is 
avoided* 
3. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT I 
( ) Th« apttciallst has d«ep rooted dasirc to glv« fresh, 
broad and original treatment to his subjeet which 
ensure sustenance of his pupils* Interests* 
( ) In the system of sane teacher for several subjects 
the teacher has scope for the variety In the v«ork 
of teaching and thus sustains pupils* Interest In an 
undiminished manner* 
A. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT I 
( ) The teacher should have nothing to do with adminis-
trative functions of the school. 
( ) To share administrative responsibilities Is a part 
of teacher's duties* 
5. DO YOU BELIEVE THATI 
( ) Non-teachlng personnel be appointed In the school 
to free teachers from administrative responslbUltlet 
( ) Administrative responsibilities be shouldered by the 
teachers In 8ddltl<»i to their Instructional duties 
In order to get greater degree of Involvement In the 
Institution and a feeling of recognition* 
6* DO YOU BELIEVE THATt 
( ) The Instructional work of the teacher suffers If he 
has to shoulder administrative responsibilities* 
( ) Administrative responsibilities of a teacher do not 
covaA In the way of proper performance of Instruct* 
tlnal duties* 
7 . IX) YOU THINK THATt 
( ) Developing all the powers and capacities ot the 
child In a harmonious manner should be the main aim 
of educatl<m* 
( ) Development of Intellectual side of personality 
should be the chief ob;}ectlve of education. 
8. DO YOU THINK THATt 
( ) The alms of education should be the tralnlr^ of 
character. Improving practical and vocational 
efficiency» and developii»nt of Interests necessary 
for self expression* 
( ) Acquisition of knowledge and academic achievements 
of pupils should be the aim of education. 
9. ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THAT I 
( ) Home assignment Is deslreable for developing habit 
of Independent planning and study in the children* 
( ) After a long day of work home assignment is unne-
cessary and extra burden on children. 
10. ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THAT: 
( ) Home asslgiunents engrain In the pupils self reliance 
and initiative. 
( ) Home Assignments leave little time for recreational 
activities which are very Important for all round 
development of the child. 
11. ARE YOU OF THF OPINION THATI 
( ) Home asslgiwents are desirable for keeping parents 
appraised of pupils* acadenlc fl«hlevem«nt« 
( ) If paremts Involve themselves In child's hcnae 
assignment they being layman ere likely to misguide 
him. 
12. ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THAT I 
( ) Pupils promotion should be based on high standard of 
academic achievements* 
( ) Pupils should be promoted on the basis of minimum 
standard of academic achievements and attitudes» valuef 
and Interests needed for a democratic and socialistic 
society* 
13. ARE YOU OF THE OPINION THATt 
( ) Promotion upto eight standard be automatic on the 
basis of pvQ>lls' academic performance through out the 
academic sessloni participation In curricular activi-
ties and their social behaviour* 
( ) Pupils should be promoted to the next class on the 
basis of their performance In the annual examination 
at the end of each year* 
14* DO YOU SUBSCPIBF TO THE VIEW THAT I 
( ) Participation of parents in planning the school 
programme Is desirable* 
( ) Parent participation In planning school programme is 
unnecessary and undesirable* 
15. DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE VIEW THAT I 
^ ( } School staff can not work successfully alone. They 
need parents* help in organising the school progranae 
suitable for all round development of pupils. 
( ) Parents being laynan, their participation in planning 
the school progranme can not be of any value. 
16. DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE VIEW THATI 
( ) Paroits are potential teachers of piqpils hence they 
be associated with the work of the school as 
resource persons* 
( ) Parents, having no knowledge of the school work 
deserve no plac# in planning the school prograoine. 
17. DO YOU BFLIEVE THATt 
( ) Class work idiould be developed around projects and 
experience centered activities of the learner. 
( ) Inqparting knowledge in a systematic and sequentia-
lly organised manner should be the basis of class 
work. 
18. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT J 
( ) The present experience of the student, his problems 
and interests must play a dominant role in the 
determination of the class work. 
( ) The organised fields of knowledge constitute the 
back bone of the class work. 
19. DO YOU BELIEVE THJtTj 
( ) The main task before the nation Is to secure rapid 
economic development and to acccHsplish this education 
must be related to productivity* 
( ) All good education should aim at making man culturedt 
spiritualt human and virtuous. To subjugate education 
to productivity is to degenerate it* 
20* DO YOU BELIEVE THATt 
( ) All good and purposeful education should ccmsist of 
study of languages and social sciences, mathematics 
and natural sciencesii work experience and social 
service* 
( ) Purposeful education should consist of study of 
language and social sciences, and mathematics and 
natural sciences* There is no need of wasting pupil's 
time on work experience and social service* 
21* DO YOU BELIEVE THATI 
( ) Integrated development of personality is possible only 
when learning occurs by correlating knowledge with 
handicrafts and technology and hence teaching of all 
sub;)ects be woven round the activities selected from 
child's social and physical environment* 
( ) The idea of correlating sub;}eet8 with crafts or tech-
nology has been a farce because it hinders acquisition 
of knowledge in organised and graded manner and 
leaves gaps* 
22, DO YOU BELIEVE THAft 
( ) No attempt at specialisation should be made till 
after class X because introduction of streaoing at 
too early stage is harmful* 
( ) The system of streaming in schools of general 
education should begin in class IX to provide 
opportunity to the students to choose subjects as 
would lead to their planned vocational career* 
23* DO YOU AGREE WITH THE CONCFPTION THAT: 
( ) The new concept of discipline i*e* self discipline 
is more desirable because it is accepted by the 
individual of his own free will* 
( ) Discipline of a class can not be entrusted to the 
pupils themselves because they do not possess the 
capacity of self control* 
24* DO YOU BELIEVE THAT J 
( ) Discipline should be developed through positive 
measures if it is to be creative* 
( ) Discipline can be maintained cmly through negative 
measures because the child's nature is intrinsically 
violent* 
25* DO YOU BELIEVE TflATi 
( ) Mild pianishaent has some times curative and irotiva-
tional effect* 
( ) Punishment is in no cas4 good* It is always detri* 
mental to the physical as well as mental health of 
the children* 
26. DO YOU BELIEVE TMATt 
( ) Teacher autonomy demands that they aust be free to 
modify courses tf study or units of work If they feel 
need of any such change* 
( ) Teachers must bot be granted freedom to modify courses 
or units of work because that would dilute standards 
and spoil uniformity In courses In different schools. 
27. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT: 
( ) The responsibility of modification of courses of study 
or units of work can not be entrusted to teachers as 
it needs expert knowledge which they do not possess. 
( ) Teachers are cos^etent and possess expert knowledge 
to modify ccHirses or units of work. They must be 
entrusted with this Job. 
2 8 . DO YOU Bi I.II2VF THATt 
( ) Planning units of class wozic should be largely the 
responsibility of teachers. 
( ) In planning units of class work suggestions should comi 
principally from the children in the class. 
29. DO YOU BELIFVE THAT; 
( ) Planning of units of class work by the teacher him-
self is essential because the students lack total 
perspective to enable them to properly plan the units 
of class work. 
( } Planning of class work by the teacher results in impo-
sition and regimentation hence students should be given 
the ma;}or responsibility of planning units of the class 
30. DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO THE IDEA THATt 
( ) In th« class childr«i be permitted to et^age them-
selves in several class activities according to 
their interests at a given time* 
( ) Purposeful learning can only take place when all the 
children are engaged in the same class activity at 
a given time* 
31. DC) YOU BFLIhVF THAT I 
( ) Learners* expressed interests give clues to the 
situations which have meaning for children. 
( ) Teachers must shoulder the responsibility of identi-
fying the situations which have meaning for children, 
32. DO YOU BKLIEYF THATt 
( ) Learning should be based on pupils* interests if 
it is to be meaningful for them. 
( ) Most learning often results from serious effox*t. 
Pupil's interests have to be overlooked to ensure 
learning of a high order. 
33. DO YOU BELIEVE THATI 
( ) Single unified pupil group is the most suitable unit 
for effective learning. 
( ) Effective learning can take place when the class is 
divided into several ability sub-groups. 
34. DO YOU BELItVE THATt 
( } The single point entry syeten oust be replaced by 
a iBulti point entry system under vhieh it will be 
open tor older children of 9$ 11» or 14 to ^oin the 
schools in seperate classes specially organisMi for 
their needs* 
( ) The sequential character of the single point entry 
system must be retained because it is more lexical 
and systematic than multi-point entry syston. 
Rfn at t i tude Scores of the Saisple 
12A 
132 
13^ 
131 
139 
131 
131 
15^ 
147 
101 
109 
115 
107 
13A 
159 
127 
15S 
140 
141 
123 
113 
127 
119 
134 
125 
103 
126 
141 
139 
105 
127 
157 
147 
115 
116 
137 
147 
136 
139 
125 
108 
144 
127 
142 
154 
148 
151 
139 
117 
132 
127 
125 
129 
136 
123 
134 
143 
134 
134 
149 
98 
122 
129 
112 
120 
131 
152 
138 
147 
154 
140 
-^ 20 
130 
139 
152 
154 
159 
145 
127 
99 
127 
131 
126 
142 
165 
147 
127 
142 
147 
152 
144 
165 
133 
154 
150 
154 
142 
137 
136 
127 
140 
155 
119 
135 
149 
140 
137 
156 
123 
152 
103 
132 
142 
123 
149 
121 
123 
99 
154 
150 
133 
125 
105 
123 
99 
APPENDIXHD 
Statement of Rfw Data. i»•» 
riaw ^oApt Quastlopitt irt 
?laa Found on P r o g r a s a i v 
aeation of tRt EditeatlonaX 
IT Quostlon 
No, 
' Progra-
saiva 
Tradi-
tional 
Queatlonf Progra 
NO, 
Traditional 
aalva 
1 
2 
3 
A 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
93 
110 
104 
99 
80 
62 
107 
116 
104 
94 
102 
58 
85 
89 
94 
91 
76 
32 
15 
21 
26 
45 
63 
18 
9 
21 
31 
23 
67 
40 
36 
31 
34 
54 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
83 
48 
103 
99 
68 
75 
111 
21 
92 
86 
38 
29 
63 
47 
96 
69 
58 
39 
77 
22 
26 
57 
50 
14 
104 
33 
39 
87 
96 
62 
78 
29 
56 
67 
APPENDIX-E 
Significance of Difference Between PercentagtB on Each 
QueBtion of Educational View Point 
Questionnaire 
Total Saaple* 
Q.1 A B X^ . 2(2242424^)2 
Q.2 
Q.3 
Q*4 
Q.5 
93 32 (125) "557 
62,5 62,5 (125) - 2 x 900 
28.8 
A 
110 
62,5 
A 
104 
62.5 
A 
26 
62.5 
A 
45 
62.5 
B 
15 
62.5 
B 
21 
62.5 
B 
99 
62.5 
B 
80 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
x2 
X2 
X2 
X^ 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
^ 
2(110-62,5. .?)2 
02.5 
2 X 2209 
62.5 
70.68 
2(104-62.5-.5)2 
62.5 
2 X 1681 
62.5 
53.79 
2(26-62.5*,f)2 
62.5 
2 X 1260 
62.5 
40.32 
2(4?^2.5*,?)2 
b2.5 
2 X 272 
62.5 
8.7 
Q.6 A B x2 . 2(6?-^2,g-.g)^ 
63 62 (125) ^^'^ 
62.5 62.5 (125) - 2_x 0 
S2T!r 
0 
Q.7 
Q.8 
Q.9 
Q.10 
Q.11 
A 
107 
6 2 . 5 
A 
116 
6 2 . 5 
A 
104 
6 2 . 5 
A 
94 
62 .5 
A 
102 
6 2 . 5 
B 
18 
62 .5 
B 
9 
62 .5 
B 
21 
62 .5 
B 
31 
62 .5 
B 
23 
6 2 . 5 
X^ 
(125) 
(125) 
X2 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
X2 
(125) 
(125) 
X2 
(125) 
(125) 
•1 
• 
t i 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
• 
m 
2 ( 1 0 7 - 6 2 , | . . ? ) 2 
2 X 1936 
52.5 
61.95 
2(1l6-62.5- .5)2 
2 X 2809 
89*86 
2(104-62,?. ,?)2 
21 
2 X 1681 
W.5 
53.79 
2(94-62.5- .5)^ 
62.5 
2 X 961 
30.75 
2(102-62.5-.5)^ 
62.5 
2 X 1521 
62.5 
48.67 
Q.12 
a.i3 
Q.14 
Q,15 
Q.16 
A 
67 
62«5 
A 
85 
62.5 
A 
89 
62.5 
A 
94 
62.5 
A 
91 
62.5 
B 
58 
62.5 
B 
40 
62.5 
B 
36 
62.5 
B 
31 
62.5 
B 
3A 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
(125) 
•1 
x 2 -
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
X 2 -
m 
62.5 
0.512 
2(85-62.5-.5)^ 
C>2.5 
2 X 484 
62.5 
15«48 
2(8?-62,5. |?)2 
b2.5 
2 X 676 
21.63 
2(?4^2.5 . t?)2 
52.5 
2 X 961 
"TOT" 
30.75 
25.06 
Q-''7 A B ^ ^ 2(76>62.g>.S^^ 
76 49 (125) ^^ 
62.5 62.5 (125) " ^ f ^ ^ 
5.4 
Q.16 
Q.19 
Q.20 
Q.21 
Q.22 
Q.23 
A 
86 
62.5 
B 
39 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
A8 
62.5 
B 
77 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
103 
62.5 
B 
22 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
99 
62.5 
B 
26 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
66 
62.5 
B 
57 
62.5 
A 
75 
62.5 
B 
50 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(86-6245-^5)' 
2 X 529 
63.5 
16.92 
2(^8-62,5^.?)' 
52.5 
2 X 196 
6g.r 
6.27 
X' - 2(103-62.5-.5)' 5275 
2 X 1600 
*^ 3 
51.2 
X* 2(^2.5-.^)' 6275 
2 X 1296 
£5.5 
A1.47 
125) 
125) 
2(68-62.5-.5)' 
5275 
2 X 25 
62.5 
0.8 
2(7?-6g.5-.^)-
6275 
2 X 144 
62.5 
4.6 
Q.2A 
0.2$ 
Q,26 
G.27 
Q»28 
Q#29 
A 
111 
62.5 
B 
14 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
x-^  -
A 
104 
62.5 
B 
21 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
92 
62.5 
B 
33 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
39 
62.5 
B 
86 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
87 
62.5 
6 
38 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
A 
96 
62.5 
E 
29 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(iiii§tg*fp)' 
5275 
2 x 2 3 0 4 
73.72 
X ' - 2(104-62,5-.^) ' 6275 
2 X 1681 
"^53— 
53.79 
2(92-62.5-.5)' 
62.5 
2 x 8 4 1 
62.5 
26.91 
2(39-62.5».5)' 
62.5 
2 x 5 0 6 
62.5 
16.19 
2(87-62.5>.?)-
6 2 0 
2 X 576 
d.5 
18.43 
2(?6-62.5-,p)' 
62.5 
2 X 1069 
g)2.5 
34.84 
Q.30 A 
63 
62.5 
B 
62 
62,5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(63-62.5->5)^ 
52^5 
Q.31 A 
47 
62,5 
B 
78 
62,5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(47>62.5.f.5)' 
62*5 
2 X 225 
1.2 
Q,32 A 
96 
62,5 
B 
29 
62,5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(?6-62.5->?)-
6275 
2 X 1069 
6g.5 
3A.8A 
Q.33 A 
56 
62.5 
B 
69 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(56-62.g».5)' 
62.5 
2 X 36 
1.15 
Q.34 A 
58 
62.5 
B 
67 
62.5 
(125) 
(125) 
2(?8-62.5^.p)' 
6275 
2 X 16 
0.51 
APPENDIX* F 
Slgnificence piffgrencg Bgtveen Perccotegaa on Each 
Question or Educational View Point Questioimairt* 
Mala Teachers 
51 19 (70) ^ 
55 35 (70) " 2 X AA0«25 
55 
13.728 
0.2 A B x2 . 2(61>35»-.5)^ 
61 9 (70) ^ 
35 35 (70) - 2 X 6g0.25 
35 
37.157 
Q.3 A B ^2 . 2(?8-35».?)^ 
58 12 (70) ^^  
35 35 (70) - 2 X 506.25 
28.928 
Q.^ A B x2 . 2(6l::352s^) 
9 61 (70) ^^  
35 35 (70) 
2 
2 X 6^t2? 
37.157 
Q-5 A B yZ ^ 2(18»gg^.5)^ 
18 52 (70) 
35 35 (70) - 2 X 272.25 
15.557 
Q.6 
Q.7 
Q.8 
Q.9 
Q,10 
A.11 
A 
27 
35 
A 
56 
35 
A 
63 
35 
A 
61 
35 
A 
57 
35 
A 
60 
35 
B 
A3 
35 
2(27-35».5) 
(70) 
(70) 2 X 56.25 
—w^ 
3.214 
B 
14 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
zipe-ii-fpy 
2 X 420.25 
TT-^ 
24.014 
B 
7 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
2(63*3g-.5)^ 
21.607 
B 
9 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
B 
13 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
B 
10 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
c2 . 2(61-3g>.5)^ 
2x650.25 
37.157 
^ . 2(?7-j|-.y?)^ 
2 X462.25 
26.414 
c2 . 2(60- . | | - .g)2 
2 X 600.25 
?5 ^ 
34.3 
Q«12 A 
35 
35 
B 
35 (70) 
35 (70) 
^2. 2{}^ppy 
m 0.014 
Q.13 
Q.14 
Q.15 
Q.16 
Q.17 
A 
43 
35 
A 
49 
35 
A 
46 
35 
A 
46 
35 
A 
39 
35 
B 3^2 
27 (70) 
35 (70) 
2(43>3g-».5)^ 
3.214 
B 
21 
35 
2(49-35-45)' 
(70) 
(70) 2 ^ 1§?*2? 
10.414 
B 
24 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
2(46-35-.5)^ 
2 X 110.25 
6.3 
B 
22 (70) 
35 (70) 
X^ - 2(48-35-.5)^ 
2 X 1?6y2p 
35 
8.928 
B 
31 (70) 
35 (70) 
2(39-35-.5)^ 
2 X 12.25 
35 ' ^ 
0.7 
Q,18 
Q.19 
Q.20 
A 
A6 
35 
A 
35 
35 
A 
53 
35 
B 
22 
35 
B 
35 
35 
B 
17 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
X' 
C2 . 2(A6>j||>,?)^ 
« 8 . 9 ^ 
2(35-3g'».5)^ 
0.01 A 
X*" • 2iSi=^^r 
2 X 306.25 
17.5 
Q.21 A 
55 
35 
B 
15 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
2(55-35-.5)' 
2 3C |^B0,2? 
21.728 
Q.22 
Q.23 
A 
39 
35 
A 
37 
35 
B 
31 
35 
B 
33 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
x2 . 2(22=1^)' 
2 x 1 2 ^ 
35 
0.7 
r2 . 2(37>35*.5)^ 
2 X 2.25 
0.128 
Q^Zti 
Q.25 
A 
59 
35 
A 
59 
35 
B 
It 
35 
B 
11 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
x*" « 
2(59>35*.5)^ 
2 X 5>2>2^ 
31.557 
2(52z22=aS) 
2, X^|^2f 2? 
31.557 
Q.26 A 
56 
35 
B 
14 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
2(56*35>.5)^ 
2 X 420.25 
35 "^  
24,014 
Q.27 
Q.28 
Q.29 
A 
15 
35 
B 
55 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
2(^^22"*?)^ 
2 X 380^2? 
35 
21.728 
A 
53 
35 
A 
58 
35 
B 
17 
35 
B 
12 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
(70) 
x 2 . 2(S2r2|=fl)^ 
2 x^|06,?? 
17.5 
x2 . 2(58>35->.5)^ 
2 X 506^2? 
26.928 
Q.30 
Q.31 
Q.92 
A 
40 
35 
A 
25 
35 
A 
54 
35 
B 
30 
35 
B 
45 
35 
B 
16 
35 
,2 . 2(40-35>>?) 
(70) 
(70) 2 x^ |Q«?? 
- 1.157 
(70) 
(70) 
x2 . 2(2?>j|^f?)' 
2 x^g0.2g 
5.157 
(70) 
(70) 
x2 . 2(y»j | - ,?) ' 
19.557 
Q.33 A 
31 
35 
B 
39 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
.2 . 2(g?>35>,?) 
1 J M 2 ^ 
0.7 
Q.34 A 
31 
35 
B 
39 
35 
(70) 
(70) 
.2 . 2(??>35>.p) 
^ 2 M 2 ^ 
- 0.7 
SinniXioancg of DijCfTjtnct Bttwyn Prcynitagts on Each 
iuostlon or Ectucatlonal V&OK Point Quostlonnairo, 
Q.1 
Q»2 
Q,3 
Q.A 
Q.5 
Ff 
A 
42 
27,5 
A 
49 
27.5 
A 
46 
27.5 
A 
17 
27.5 
A 
26 
27.5 
male Toachera 
B 
13 
27.5 
B 
6 
27.5 
B 
9 
27.5 
B 
38 
27.5 
B 
27 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
X^ -
m 
X 2 . 
m 
m 
X^ -
m 
m 
X 2 -
• 
X 2 . 
• 
2(42 .2^ . | . , ? )2 
2 X 196 
14,24 
2(4?-2^, | . .? )2 
2 X 441 
27.5 
32.06 
2<^^-|^*|-'?)^ 
2(524) T73 
2 X 11.78 
23.56 
207-|5f|*-?)^ 
2(100) 
27.5 
2 X 3.63 
7.27 
2(?6.^.|-.?)2 
0 
Q«6 
Q.7 
Q«6 
Q.9 
Q,10 
Q.11 
A 
33 
27.5 
A 
51 
27.5 
A 
53 
27.5 
A 
27.5 
A 
27.5 
A 
42 
27.5 
B jZ 
22 (55) 
27.5 (55) 
2(33«^ .g» .5 ) ' 
2(25) 
2 X 0.909 
1,818 
B ^ 
4 (55) 
27.5 (55) 
2(^15 i!l=^  l Y 
38.472 
B x2 
2 (55) 
27.5 (55) 
2(^?-i2fS"f?)' m 
45.454 
B ^ 
11 (55) 
27.5 (55) 
2(44->27.5>.5) 
# " 
2 X 256 
mi 
18,618 
B jj2 
18 (55) 
27.5 (55) 
2(22=gj|Zs2)' 
2 X 61 
SPJT? 
5.890 
B jZ 
13 (55) 
27.5 (55) 2 x 1 9 6 
27.5 
14.254 
0.12 
Q.13 
Q,1A 
Q.15 
Q.16 
Q.17 
A 
32 
27.5 
B 
23 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
A 
27.5 
A 
40 
27.5 
A 
27.5 
2 X 16 
1.163 
B 
12 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(43»27.5«.5)' 
2 x 2 2 5 
27.5 
16.363 
B 
15 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 2 X 14A 
—2775 
10.472 
B 
9 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
x2 . 2(46-27.g-.5)^ 
23.563 
A 
44 
27.5 
A 
37 
27.5 
B 
11 
27.5 
B 
18 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
,2 . 2 (44 - .g .5 - . ? ) 
^ ! 
2 x 2 ! 
—Tf 
18.618 
2 X 81 
—7775 
5.89 
Q.18 
Q.19 
Q.20 
Q.21 
Q,22 
Q.23 
A 
38 
27.5 
B 
17 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
A 
AS 
27.5 
r 2 . 
2 X 100 
7.272 
A 
14 
27.5 
B 
41 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(14»27.g^.5)^ 
2 X 169 
12.290 
B 
7 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
X*" -
2 X 400 
—273 
29.090 
A 
45 
27.5 
B 
10 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
,2 2(^?-^t^>>?)^ 
2 X 28* 
27.! 
21,018 
A 
29 
27.5 
B 
26 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
x 2 . z(2^^fppy 
- 2x1 
277T" 
0.072 
A 
38 
27.5 
B 
17 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
Hi§z^^r 
2 X 100 
—573 
7.272 
Q.24 
Q.25 
A 
51 
27.5 
A 
45 
27.5 
B 
4 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(5|Z|^ i5-i5)2 
2 X 
30.472 
B 
10 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(45>27.5>.5)' fe 
2 X 28< 
—57:1 
21.018 
Q.26 A 
36 
27.5 
B 
19 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 2 X 64 
—273 
4.654 
Q.27 A 
24 
27.5 
B 
31 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
!(Z4>27.^4.5)' 
2 x 9 
0.654 
Q.28 A 
35 
27.5 
B 
20 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(35»27.5-.5)' 
27.5 
2 X 49 
27:5 
3.563 
Q.29 A 
37 
27.5 
B 
18 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(22^i|=sl)' 
2 X 81 
— 2 7 3 
5.890 
Q.30 A 
23 
27.5 
B 
32 
27.5 
x 2 . 
(55) 
(55) 
!(??-|^ ;^"f?}^ 
2 X 16 
—573 
1.163 
Q.31 A 
24 
27.5 
B 
31 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
x2 . 2{^u^^,j^*.py 
- 2 x 9 
27.5 
0.654 
Q.32 A 
41 
27.5 
B 
14 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
2(14»27.5».5)^ 
^ 
2 X 169 
27.f 
12.290 
Q.33 
Q.34 
A 
25 
27.5 
B 
30 
27.5 
X 2 . 
(55) 
(55) 2 x 4 
0.290 
A 
26 
27.5 
B 
29 
27.5 
(55) 
(55) 
[2 . 2(29»27.54,5)^ 
• 2 x 1 
0.072 
Slffnificfyic« of Pmertn^ga Between Pgpentageg on Ejch Queetion or Eaucation vxew point Queetionneire* 
Arte Teachers 
Q.I 
Q,2 
Q.3 
Q.4 
Q-5 
A 
58 
38 
A 
71 
38 
A 
65 
38 
A 
18 
38 
A 
34 
38 
B 
18 
38 
B 
5 
38 
B 
11 
38 
B 
58 
38 
B 
42 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(58>38-.5)^ 
2 x^g80.25 
20.01 
(76) 
(76) 
2(71-3e-.5)^ 
2 X 1056.25 
55.59 
(76) 
(76) 
2(65>3e-.5)^ 
2 X 702y2g 
36.96 
(76) 
(76) 
2(ie*38».5)^ 
2 ?c^0r2? 
20.01 
(76) 
(76) 
x2 . 2(? -^2§^>?)^  
2 X 12.25 
—3r"^ 
0.64 
0.6 
fl.7 
Q.e 
Q.9 
Q,10 
Q.11 
A 
46 
38 
A 
69 
38 
B 
30 
38 
B 
7 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
A 
68 
38 
A 
6A 
38 
A 
59 
38 
2(46-g>.5)^ 
2 j y 6 ^ 
2*96 
.2 . 2(69-3e>,5)' 
2 X ?30«25 
48.96 
B 
8 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
B 
12 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
B 
17 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(6e>3g>t?) 
2 X 870»25 ^ <. 
45.8 
2(64»36-.5)' 
34.22 
2(??-a-f?) 
2 X 420.25 
22.11 
A 
63 
38 
B 
13 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
rZ . 2(63>g«.5)^ 
2 X 600.25 
WMMMMHMJHaM«aNMMMi» 
31.59 
Q.12 
Q.13 
Q»14 
Q,15 
Q,16 
Q.17 
A 
42 
38 
A 
52 
38 
A 
50 
38 
A 
57 
38 
A 
53 
38 
A 
46 
38 
B 
34 
38 
B 
24 
38 
B 
26 
38 
B 
19 
38 
B 
23 
38 
B 
30 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
2(34->38^,5)^ 
2 j M 2 s ^ 
0.64 
2(?2>| |>,?)^ 
? x^82,2? 
9,59 
2(50>38*.5)' 
2 X 132>25 
36*^  ^ ^ 
6.96 
2(57>38-.5)^ 
2 X 342.25 
18.01 
2(53>38>.5>^ 
2 X 210.25 
38 
11.06 
2(46-|8>.^)-
2.96 
Q.18 
U.19 
Q.20 
{ j , 2 1 
«.22 
Q»23 
A 
53 
38 
A 
26 
38 
A 
6i4 
38 
59 
38 
A 
43 
38 
A 
47 
38 
B 
23 
38 
B 
50 
38 
B 
12 
38 
B 
17 
38 
B 
33 
38 
B 
29 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
(76) 
2(^3-38««5)^ 
2 X 210,25 
• % ^ 
11.06 
2(26-'38-».5)^ 
2 X 1^2.2^ 
6.96 
2(64>g8«.5)^ 
34.22 
2(52=2|=i5)^ 38 
2 X 420.25 
^ - - ^ 
22*11 
2 X 20.25 
1.06 
2(47»3Q-.5)^ 
2 X 72.25 
3fl *^  
3.80 
Q.24 
Q.25 
Q.26 
Q.27 
Q.28 
Q.29 
A 
67 
38 
B 
9 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
A 
56 
38 
2(67>38««5)^ 
2 3C 812»25 
42.75 
A 
60 
38 
B 
16 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(60-28-3;5)' 
2 X 462*25 
24.32 
A 
56 
38 
B 
20 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
3,2 . 2(56>38«.5)^ 
2 X 306.25 
^ €. 
16.11 
A 
27 
38 
B 
49 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
X2 2(27»3e».5)^ 
2 X 110.25 3^>'-v,,.^ 
5.80 
A 
51 
38 
3 
25 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
3 
18 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(51-3e>.5)^ 
2 X 156.25 
8.22 
2(58->3e-.5)^ 
2 X 300.25 
20.01 
Q.30 A 
3A 
38 
B 
42 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(2ft22Srs5)' 
2 X 12>23 
—=35—•* 
0,6A 
Q.31 A 
26 
38 
B 
A8 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(28»18i.«5)' 
2 X 90,2^ 3g=~-^ 
A.75 
Q.32 A 
58 
38 
B 
18 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
38 
20.01 
:!.33 o A 
36 
38 
B 
40 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(3^-2S^f^r 
2 X 2,25 
""'36 ' 
0.11 
0.?4 A 
35 
38 
B 
41 
38 
(76) 
(76) 
2(25:^*^)' 
2 X 6.25 
0.32 
Significances of Differences Betwyn Percentages on Each 
Question of Educational View Point Questionnaire. 
Science Teachers 
Q.1 
Q.2 
G.3 
0.4 
Q.5 
A 
32 
22 
A 
A 
35 
22 
A 
7 
ZZ 
A 
10 
22 
B 
12 
22 (4A) 
B 
10 
22 
(AA) 
(A4) 
B 
9 
22 
(A4) 
(A4) 
B 
37 
22 
(AA) 
(AA) 
B 
3A 
ZZ 
(AA) 
(AA) 
2(32-22- j5) ' 
2 . x ^ | 0 ^ 
8.204 
2(3A-22».5)*^ 
2 X 132.25 
—•22*"—— 
12.022 
2(25=|2zi2)^ 
22 
2 X 156.25 22"^ "^  
1A.204 
2(7>2g^>?)^ 
22 
2 X 210.25 
22 '^  
19.113 
2(3A«22».5)^ 
22 
2 X 132.25 
—2r '^  
12.02 
Q*6 A 
16 
22 
B 
28 
22 
(AA) 
(AA) 
2(16-22^.?)-
2 X 30>25 
2.75 
Q.7 
0*6 
Q.9 
Q,10 
Q.12 
A 
36 
22 
A 
A3 
22 
A 
36 
22 
A 
30 
22 
A 
22 
22 
B 
8 
22 
B 
1 
22 
B 
8 
22 
B 
1A 
22 
B 
22 
22 
X2 
(AA) 
(AA) 
X2 
(AA) 
(AA) 
X2 
(AA) 
(AA) 
x2 
(AA) 
(AA) 
x2 
(AA) 
(AA) 
-
-
m 
m 
m 
tm 
at 
-
m 
-
-
2 (? 6 .22 . .? )2 
22 
2 X 182,25 
22 "^  
16,568 
2 (A?.22 . .5 )2 
22 
2 X A20.25 
38.20A 
2(?6«22. .?)2 
2 X 182,25 
22 ^ '^  
16.56 
2(J0-22.,5)2 
2 j c ^ | 6 ^ 
5.113 
2 (22 .22 r ,? )2 
22 
0 
Q . 1 1 
Q.13 
Q.1A 
Q.15 
Q.16 
Q,17 
34 
22 
A 
30 
22 
A 
35 
22 
A 
34 
22 
A 
36 
22 
A 
26 
22 
B 
10 
22 
B 
14 
22 
B 
9 
22 
B 
10 
22 
B 
8 
22 
B 
16 
22 
X 2 . 
(44) 
(44) . 
X^ • 
(44) 
(44) 
(44) 
(44) . 
X 2 . 
(44) 
(44) -
X 2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
x 2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
-
22 
2 X 132.25 
12.02 
2 ( ? 0 - 2 2 - . ? ) 2 
22 
5.113 
22 
2 X 156.25 
'• "isr '^ 
14.204 
2 ( 3 4 - 2 2 . . 5 ) ^ 
22 
2 X 132.25 
12.02 
2 ( ? 6 - 2 2 . . ? ) 2 
22 
2 X 182.25 
22 ^' 
16.568 
2 ( 1 6 - 2 2 . . 5 ) ^ 
2 X 30.25 
2.75 
Q.18 
Q.19 
Q,20 
Q,21 
Q,22 
Q.23 
A 
28 
22 
A 
22 
22 
A 
35 
22 
A 
36 
22 
A 
26 
22 
A 
26 
22 
B 
16 
22 
B 
22 
22 
B 
9 
22 
B 
8 
22 
B 
18 
22 
B 
18 
22 
(AA) 
(44) 
x2 . (44) 
(44) 
V m 
(44) 
(44) 
X2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
x2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
x2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
. 2 ( 1 6 . 2 2 f . ? ) 2 
2 X 30.25 
22 
2.75 
_ 2 ( 2 2 - 2 2 - . 5 ) ^ 
• 22 '^ 
0 
. 2(J?.22..?)2 
22 
2 X 156.25 
22 
1A.204 
_ 2 (36 -22 - . 5 )^ 
. w g| i^ / 
2 X 182.25 
— 2 5 " - - ^ 
16.56 
, 2 (26 -22 - .5 )^ 
22 
2 X 12.25 
22 "^  
1.113 
^ 2 (26 -22 - .5 )2 
22 
2 X 12.25 
• " ' 2 r ^ ^ 
1.113 
Q.24 A B Y2 . 2(AQ«22»«5)^ 
* 22 
- 2 X 306>25 
— s s — ^ 
27.84 
40 
22 
A 
22 
<AA) 
(44) 
Q.25 A B 2 2(39>22».5)^ 
39 5 (44) ^  " ^^ 
22 22 (44) • 2 x 272.25 
22 
24.75 
Q.26 A B x^ . 2(?0-22-.?)^ 
30 14 (44) TJ" 
ZZ 22 (44) - 2 X 56.25 
5.113 
Q.27 A B X^ - 2(13»22».5)^ 
13 31 (44) "ST 
22 22 (44) - 2 x 72.25 
22 
6.56 
Q.28 A B ^2 . 2(?4.22->.^)^ 
34 10 (44) • ^ 
22 22 (44) - 2 x 132.25 
22 
12.022 
Q-29 A B ^2 . 2(?4<22>.^)^ 
34 10 (44) ^2 
22 22 (44) . 2 x 132.25 
ZZ 
12.022 
Q.30 
Q.31 
Q.32 
Q.33 
Q.3A 
A 
27 
22 
A 
20 
22 
A 
32 
22 
A 
20 
22 
A 
20 
22 
B 
17 
22 
B 
21* 
22 
B 
12 
22 
B 
24 
22 
B 
24 
22 
x2 . 
(44) 
X2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
X2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
X2 -
(44) 
(44) 
X2 . 
(44) 
(44) 
2(27-22.,5)2 
2 j y o ^ 
1,84 
2(20-22+,5)^ 
22 
2 X 2.23 
52 '^  
0 .2 
2 ( 3 2 - 2 2 - , 5 ) ^ 
22 
2 X 90.25 
8 .204 
2 (20-22* .5 )^ 
2^ 
2 X 2.23 
22 '^  
0 . 2 
2 ( 2 0 . 2 2 - . ? ) 2 
2 X 2*25 
0 .2 
Significance of Difference B^twewi Percentages on Each 
Question ox Educational View Point Questionnaire Tea*^ 
cners Having Experience upto 5 Years, 
Q.1 A 
26 
18 
B 
10 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
2(26-18-,^)-
18 
6.25 
0,2 A 
31 
18 
B 
5 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
2(?i-iB-t?r 
T8 
2 X 156.25 
17.361 
Q.3 A 
32 
18 
B 
k 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
18 
2 X 182.25 
15 "^  
20.25 
Q.4 A 
5 
18 
B 
31 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
2(31-16».5)^ 
2 X 156.25 
—ir "^  
Q.5 X 
9 
18 
B 
27 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
17.361 
8.027 
Q.6 
Q.7 
Q.8 
0.9 
Q,10 
Q,11 
A 
16 
18 
A 
28 
18 
A 
34 
18 
A 
29 
18 
A 
27 
18 
A 
29 
18 
B 
20 
18 
B 
8 
18 
B 
2 
18 
B 
7 
18 
B 
9 
18 
B 
7 
18 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
(36) 
X^ 
X2 
X2 
X2 
x2 
x2 
•« 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
2(16-18*.?)2 
18 
2 X 2.23 
" 1'8 '^  
0.25 
2 (aB-18- .5 )^ 
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